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ON THE LOCAL LANGLAND CORRESPONDENCE
AND ARTHUR CONJECTURE
FOR EVEN ORTHOGONAL GROUPS
HIRAKU ATOBE AND WEE TECK GAN
Abstract. In this paper, we highlight and state precisely the local Langlands correspondence for quasi-split
O2n established by Arthur. We give two applications: Prasad’s conjecture and Gross–Prasad conjecture for
On. Also, we discuss the Arthur conjecture for O2n, and establish the Arthur multiplicity formula for O2n.
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1. Introduction
In his long-awaited book [Ar], Arthur obtained a classification of irreducible representations of quasi-split
symplectic and special orthogonal groups over local fields of characteristic 0 (the local Langlands correspon-
dence LLC) as well as a description of the automorphic discrete spectrum of these groups over number fields
(the Arthur conjecture). He proved these results by establishing the twisted endoscopic transfer of automor-
phic representations from these classical groups to GLN by exploiting the stabilization of the twisted trace
formula of GLN (which has now been completed by Waldspurger and Mœglin). However, for the quasi-split
special even orthogonal groups SO2n, the result is not as definitive as one hopes. More precisely, for a p-
adic field F , Arthur only gave a classification of the irreducible representations of SO2n(F ) up to conjugacy
by O2n(F ), instead of by SO2n(F ). Likewise, over a number field F, he does not distinguish between a
square-integrable automorphic representation π and its twist by the outer automorphism corresponding to
an element of O2n(F)r SO2n(F).
The reason for this less-than-optimal result for SO2n is that, for the purpose of the twisted endoscopic
transfer, it is more natural to work with the orthogonal groups O2n instead of SO2n. In fact, Arthur has
obtained in [Ar, Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.4] a full classification of the irreducible representations of O2n(F ). It is
from this that he deduced the weak LLC for SO2n(F ) alluded to above. Indeed, the weak LLC for SO2n(F ) is
equivalent to the classification of irreducible representations of O2n(F ) modulo twisting by the determinant
character det.
Unfortunately, this rather complete result for O2n(F ) was not highlighted in [Ar]. One possible reason
is that O2n is a disconnected linear algebraic group and so does not fit in the framework of the classical
Langlands program; for example, one does not have a systematic definition of the L-group of a disconnected
reductive group and so one does not have the notion of Langlands parameters. In choosing to stick to the
context of the Langlands program, Arthur has highlighted the results for SO2n instead. However, it has been
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observed that a suitable L-group for O2n is the group O2n(C) and an L-parameter for O2n(F ) should be an
orthogonal representation of the Weil–Deligne group WDF . A precise statement to this effect seems to be
first formulated in the paper [P2] of D. Prasad.
The main goal of this paper is to highlight and state precisely the local Langlands correspondence for
quasi-split O2n(F ) established by Arthur in [Ar] using this notion of L-parameters, and to establish various
desiderata of this LLC. We also formulate the natural extension of the LLC to the pure inner forms (using
Vogan L-packets [V]). The statements can be found in Desiderata 3.6 and 3.9. We especially note the key role
played by the local intertwining relation in Hypothesis 3.10. This local intertwining relation was established
in [Ar] for quasi-split groups but is conjectural for pure inner forms.
Our main motivation for formulating a precise LLC for O2n is that the representations of O2n(F ) arise
naturally in various context, such as in the theory of theta correspondence. If one wants to describe the
local theta correspondence for the dual pair O2n(F )×Sp2m(F ), one would need a classification of irreducible
representations of O2n(F ). Thus, this paper lays the groundwork needed for our paper [AG] in which we
determine the local theta lifting of tempered representations in terms of the local Langlands correspondence.
Having described the LLC for O2n, we give two applications:
• (Prasad’s conjecture) We complete the results in the first author’s PhD thesis [At1], in which the local
theta correspondences for the almost equal rank dual pairs O2n(F )×Sp2n(F ) and O2n(F )×Sp2n−2(F )
were determined in terms of the weak LLC for O2n(F ). In particular, we describe these theta
correspondences completely in terms of the LLC for O2n(F ), thus completing the proof of Prasad’s
conjecture (Conjectures 4.4 and 4.8). The result is contained in Theorem 4.6.
• (Gross–Prasad conjecture for On) In [At1], these theta correspondences were used to prove the
Fourier–Jacobi case of the local Gross–Prasad (GP) conjecture for symplectic-metaplectic groups, by
relating the Fourier–Jacobi case with the Bessel case of (GP) for SOn (which has been established
by Waldspurger). For this purpose, the weaker version of Prasad’s conjecture (based on the weak
LLC for O2n) is sufficient. Now that we have the full Prasad’s conjecture, we use the Fourier–Jacobi
case of (GP) to prove a version of (GP) for On. In other words, we shall extend and establish the
Gross-Prasad conjecture to the context of orthogonal groups (Conjecture 5.3). The result is contained
in Theorem 5.7.
These results are related in a complicated manner. The following diagram is a summary of the situation:
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• LLC(O2n) means the LLC for O2n, which has been established by Arthur [Ar, Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.4];
• Weak LLC(SO2n) means the weak LLC for SO2n or O2n;
• Weak P(Sp2n−2,O2n) means the weaker version of Prasad’s conjecture for (Sp2n−2,O2n), which was
proven in [At1, §7];
• Weak P(O2n, Sp2n) means the weaker version of Prasad’s conjecture for (O2n, Sp2n), which follows
from Weak P(Sp2n−2,O2n) (see [At1, §5.5]);
• P(O2n, Sp2n) means Prasad’s conjecture for (O2n, Sp2n) (Conjecture 4.4), which follows from Weak
P(O2n, Sp2n) and Hypothesis 3.10 (see Theorem 4.6);
• P(Sp2n−2,O2n) means Prasad’s conjecture for (Sp2n−2,O2n) (Conjecture 4.8), which follows from
Weak P(O2n, Sp2n) and P(O2n, Sp2n) (see Theorem 4.9);
• GP(SO) means the local Gross–Prasad (GP) conjecture for special orthogonal groups, which was
established by Waldspurger [W2], [W3], [W5], [W6];
• GP(Sp-Mp) means the local Gross–Prasad (GP) conjecture for symplectic-metaplectic groups, which
was proven in [At1, Theorem 1.3] by using GP(SO) and Weak P(Sp2n−2,O2n);
• GP(O) means the local Gross–Prasad (GP) conjecture for orthogonal groups (Conjecture 5.3), which
follows from GP(Sp-Mp) and P(O2n, Sp2n) (see Theorem 5.7).
Finally, we discuss how the Arthur conjecture for the automorphic discrete spectrum of SO2n over a
number field F can be extended to an analogous statement for O2n. This is implicitly in [Ar], but not
precisely formulated. In particular, we describe the automorphic discrete spectrum of O2n in terms of local
and global Arthur packets, and establish the Arthur multiplicity formula (Theorem 7.1). Also we show that
the tempered part of the automorphic discrete spectrum of O2n has multiplicity 1 (Proposition 7.2, see also
Remark 7.3). This should lay the groundwork for a more precise study of the global theta correspondence
for symplectic-orthogonal dual pairs.
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Notations. Let F be a non-archimedean local field with characteristic zero, o be the ring of integers of F ,
̟ be a uniformizer, q be the number of elements in the residue class field o/̟o and | · |F be the normalized
absolute value on F so that |̟|F = q−1. We denote by WF and WDF = WF × SL2(C) the Weil and
Weil–Deligne groups of F , respectively. Fix a non-trivial additive character ψ of F . For c ∈ F×, we define
an additive character ψc or cψ of F by
ψc(x) = cψ(x) = ψ(cx).
We set χc = (·, c) to be the quadratic character of F× associated to c ∈ F×/F×2. Here, (·, ·) is the quadratic
Hilbert symbol of F . For a totally disconnected locally compact group G, we denote the set of equivalence
classes of irreducible smooth representations of G by Irr(G). If G is the group of F -points of a linear algebraic
group over F , we denote by Irrtemp(G) (resp. Irrdisc(G)) the subset of Irr(G) of classes of irreducible tempered
representations (resp. irreducible discrete series representations). For a topological group H , we define the
component group of H by π0(H) = H/H
◦, where H◦ is the identity component of H . The Pontryagin dual
(i.e., the character group) of a finite abelian group A is denoted by AD or Â.
2. Quasi-split orthogonal groups
In this section, we summarize facts about quasi-split orthogonal groups and their representations.
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2.1. Orthogonal spaces. Let V = V2n be a vector space of dimension 2n over F and
〈·, ·〉V : V × V → F
be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. We take a basis {e1, . . . , e2n} of V , and define the discriminant
of V by
disc(V ) = (−1)n det((〈ei, ej〉V )i,j) mod F×2 ∈ F×/F×2.
Let χV = (·, disc(V )) be the character of F× associated with F (
√
disc(V )). We call χV the discriminant
character of V . The orthogonal group O(V ) associated to V is defined by
O(V ) = {g ∈ GL(V ) | 〈gv, gv′〉V = 〈v, v′〉V for any v, v′ ∈ V }.
Fix c, d ∈ F×. Let
V(d,c) = F [X ]/(X
2 − d)
be a 2-dimensional vector space equipped with a bilinear form
(α, β) 7→ 〈α, β〉V(d,c) := c · tr(αβ),
where β 7→ β is the involution on F [X ]/(X2 − d) induced by a+ bX 7→ a− bX . This involution is regarded
as an element ǫ ∈ O(V(d,c)). The images of 1, X ∈ F [X ] in V(d,c) are denoted by e, e′, respectively.
For n > 1, we say that V2n is associated to (d, c) if
V2n ∼= V(d,c) ⊕Hn−1
as orthogonal spaces, where H is the hyperbolic plane, i.e., H = Fvi + Fv
∗
i with 〈vi, vi〉 = 〈v∗i , v∗i 〉 = 0 and
〈vi, v∗i 〉 = 1. Note that disc(V2n) = d mod F×2. The orthogonal group O(V2n) is quasi-split, and any quasi-
split orthogonal group can be obtained in this way. Note that V2n = V(d,c)⊕Hn−1 ∼= V ′2n = V(d′,c′)⊕Hn−1 as
orthogonal spaces if and only if d ≡ d′ mod F×2 so that E := F (√d) = F (√d′) and c ≡ c′ mod NE/F (E×).
2.2. Generic representations. Suppose that n > 1 in this subsection. Let V = V2n be an orthogonal space
associated to (d, c). We set
Xk = Fv1 + · · ·+ Fvk and X∗k = Fv∗1 + · · ·+ Fv∗k
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1. We denote by B0 = TU0 the F -rational Borel subgroup of SO(V2n) stabilizing the complete
flag
0 ⊂ 〈v1〉 ⊂ 〈v1, v2〉 ⊂ · · · ⊂ 〈v1, . . . , vn−1〉 = Xn−1,
where T is the F -rational torus stabilizing the lines Fvi for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We identify O(V(d,c)) as a
subgroup of O(V2n) which fixes H
n−1. Via the canonical embedding O(V(d,c)) →֒ O(V2n), we regard ǫ as an
element in O(V2n). Note that ǫ depends on (d, c). We define a generic character µc of U0 by
µc(u) = ψ(〈uv2, v∗1〉V + · · ·+ 〈uvn, v∗n−2〉V + 〈ue, v∗n−1〉V ).
Note that ǫ normalizes U0 and fixes µc.
Put E = F (
√
d). If c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×), then we have an isomorphism V2n = V(d,c) ⊕ Hn−1 → V ′2n =
V(d,c′) ⊕Hn−1, and so that we obtain an isomorphism
f : O(V2n)→ O(V ′2n).
Moreover, we can take an isomorphism f : O(V2n) → O(V ′2n) such that f(B0) = B′0, f(T ) = T ′ and
f(O(V(d,c))) = O(V(d,c′)), where B
′
0 = T
′U ′0 and T
′ are the Borel subgroup and maximal torus of SO(V ′2n),
respectively, defined as above. Let F be the set of such isomorphisms. Then the group T ′ ⋊ 〈ǫ′〉 ∼=
O(V(d,c′))× (F×)n−1 acts on F by
(t′ · f)(g) = t′f(g)t′−1
for t′ ∈ T ′ ⋊ 〈ǫ′〉 and g ∈ O(V2n). Here, ǫ′ ∈ O(V(d,c′)) is an analogue to ǫ ∈ O(V(d,c)). Since n > 1, this
action of T ′ ⋊ 〈ǫ′〉 is transitive.
Choosing f ∈ F , we regard µc′ as a generic character of U0 by
U0
f−→ U ′0
µc′−−→ C×.
Note that the T -orbit of µc′ is independent of the choice of f since ǫ
′ fixes µc′ .
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We consider a 4-tuple (V,B0, T, µ), where
• V = V2n is an orthogonal space associated to some (d, c);
• B0 is an F -rational Borel subgroup of SO(V );
• T is a maximal F -torus contained in B0;
• µ is a generic character of U0, where U0 is the unipotent radical of B0.
We say that two tuples (V,B0, T, µ) and (V
′, B′0, T
′, µ′) is equivalent if the following conditions hold:
(1) there exists an isomorphism V → V ′ as orthogonal spaces, which induces a group isomorphism
f : O(V )→ O(V ′);
(2) f(B0) = B
′
0 and f(T ) = T
′ (so that f(U0) = U
′
0);
(3) there exists t ∈ T such that µ′ ◦ f = µ ◦ Int(t).
Proposition 2.1. Fix d ∈ F×/F×2. For c ∈ F×, we associate the 4-tuple (V,B0, T, µ), where
• V = V2n is an orthogonal space associated to (d, c);
• B0 and T are as above;
• µ = µc.
Then the map c 7→ (V,B0, T, µ) gives a canonical bijection (not depending on ψ)
F×/F×2 → {equivalence classes of tuples (V,B0, T, µ) with disc(V ) = d}.
Proof. Let V = V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c). By [GGP, §12], the map c′ 7→ µc′ ◦ f for
f ∈ F gives a well-defined bijection
cNE/F (E
×)/F×2 → {T -orbits of generic characters of U0},
where E = F (
√
d). For c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×), let V ′ = V ′2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c′). Then two
tuples (V,B0, T, µc′ ◦ f) and (V ′, B′0, T ′, µc′) are equivalent each other. This implies that the map
F× → {equivalence classes of tuples (V,B0, T, µ) with disc(V ) = d}.
is surjective. Also, we note that for a generic character µ, two tuples (V,B0, T, µc) and (V,B0, T, µ) are
equivalent if and only if µ = µc ◦ Int(t) for some t ∈ T . This implies that the above map induces the bijection
F×/F×2 → {equivalence classes of tuples (V,B0, T, µ) with disc(V ) = d},
as desired. 
Remark 2.2. Let (V, 〈·, ·〉V ) be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c). Fix a ∈ F×. We define a new
orthogonal (V ′, 〈·, ·〉V ′) by V ′ = V as vector spaces and by
〈x, y〉V ′ = a · 〈x, y〉V .
Then (V ′, 〈·, ·〉V ′) is associated to (d, ac). As subgroup of GL(V ) = GL(V ′), we have identifications
O(V ) = O(V ′) and SO(V ) = SO(V ′).
These identifications preserve F -rational Borel subgroups and maximal F -tori. Moreover, the generic char-
acter µc of a maximal unipotent subgroup of SO(V ) transfers µac. More precisely, see [At1, Appendix A.5].
Since ǫ′ stabilizes µc′ , we can extend µc′ to U
′ = U ′0 ⋊ 〈ǫ′〉. There are exactly two such extensions
µ±c′ : U
′ → C× which are determined by
µ±c′(ǫ
′) = ±1.
We say that an irreducible smooth representation σ of O(V2n) is µ
±
c′-generic if
Homf−1(U ′)(σ, µ
±
c′) 6= 0
for some f ∈ F . For σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n)), the µc′-genericity is defined similarly. The µ±c′ -genericity and the
µc′-genericity are independent of the choice of f . Note that f
−1(U ′0) = U0 for f ∈ F , and
dimC(HomU0(σ0, µc′)) ≤ 1
for σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n)).
Lemma 2.3. Let σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n)).
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(1) Assume that σ0 can be extended to O(V2n). Then there are exactly two such extensions. Moreover,
the following are equivalent:
(A) σ0 is µc′-generic;
(B) exactly one of two extensions is µ+c′-generic but not µ
−
c′-generic, and the other is µ
−
c′-generic but
not µ+c′-generic.
(2) Assume that σ0 can not be extended to O(V2n). Then σ = Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0) is irreducible. Moreover,
the following are equivalent:
(A) σ0 is µc′-generic;
(B) σ is both µ+c′-generic and µ
−
c′-generic.
Proof. The first assertions of (1) and (2) follow from the Clifford theory. It is easy that (B) implies (A) in
both (1) and (2).
We show (A) implies (B). Let σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n)) be a µc′-generic representation, i.e.,
dimC(HomU0(σ0, µc′ ◦ f)) = 1.
for some f ∈ F . By the Frobenius reciprocity, we have
Homf−1(U ′)(Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0), µ
±
c′ ◦ f) ∼= HomO(V2n)(IndO(V2n)SO(V2n)(σ0), Ind
O(V2n)
f−1(U ′)(µ
±
c′ ◦ f))
∼= HomSO(V2n)(σ0, IndO(V2n)f−1(U ′)(µ±c′ ◦ f)|SO(V2n))
∼= HomSO(V2n)(σ0, IndSO(V2n)U0 (µc′ ◦ f)) ∼= HomU0(σ0, µc′ ◦ f).
In particular, if σ = Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0) is irreducible, then σ is both µ
+
c′-generic and µ
−
c′-generic. This shows that
(A) implies (B) in (2). If Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0) ∼= σ1 ⊕ σ2, then
HomU0(Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0)|SO(V2n), µc′ ◦ f) ∼= HomU0(σ1|SO(V2n), µc′ ◦ f)⊕HomU0(σ2|SO(V2n), µc′ ◦ f),
and HomU0(σi|SO(V2n), µc′ ◦ f) is f−1(ǫ′)-stable for i = 1, 2. Hence this subspace is an eigenspace of f−1(ǫ).
Since both ±1 are eigenvalues of f−1(ǫ) in HomU0(IndO(V2n)SO(V2n)(σ0), µc′ ◦ f), exactly one of σ1 and σ2 is
µ+c′-generic, and the other is µ
−
c -generic. This shows that (A) implies (B) in (1). 
2.3. Unramified representations. Let V = V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c). We say that
O(V2n) (or SO(V2n)) is unramified if c, d ∈ o×. In this subsection, we assume this condition. Recall that V2n
has a decomposition
V2n = Fv1 + . . . Fvn−1 + V(d,c) + Fv
∗
1 + · · ·+ Fv∗n−1
with V(d,c) = Fe+ Fe
′. We set v0 =
e+ u−1e′
2
, v∗0 =
e− u−1
2c
if d = u2,
oE to be the ring of integers of E = F (
√
d) ∼= V(d,c) if d 6∈ o×2.
Note that 〈v0, v0〉V = 〈v∗0 , v∗0〉V = 0 and 〈v0, v∗0〉V = 1. Let L2n be the o-lattice of V2n defined by
L2n =
{
ov1 + · · ·+ ovn−1 + ov0 + ov∗0 + ov∗1 + · · ·+ ov∗n−1 if d ∈ o×2,
ov1 + · · ·+ ovn−1 + oE + ov∗1 + · · ·+ ov∗n−1 if d 6∈ o×2.
Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of O(V2n) which preserves the lattice L2n. Note that K contains
ǫ and satisfies
K = K0 ⋊ 〈ǫ〉,
where K0 = K ∩ SO(V2n) is a maximal compact subgroup of SO(V2n).
Let σ ∈ Irr(O(V2n)) and σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n)). We say that σ (resp. σ0) is unramified (with respect to
K (resp. K0)) if σ (resp. σ0) has a nonzero K-fixed (resp. K0-fixed) vector. In this case, it is known that
dim(σK) = dim(σK00 ) = 1.
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Lemma 2.4. Let σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n)) be an unramified representation. Then IndO(V2n)SO(V2n)(σ0) has a unique
irreducible unramified constituent.
Proof. Note that the map
Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0)
K → σK00 , f 7→ f(1)
is a C-linear isomorphism. Hence the assertion holds if Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0) is irreducible. Now suppose that
Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0) is reducible. Then it decomposes into direct sum
Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0) ∼= σ1 ⊕ σ2.
We may assume that σ1 and σ2 are realized on the same space V as σ0. Since σi(ǫ) preserve the one
dimension subspace VK0 , we have σi(ǫ) = ±id on VK0 . Since σ1(ǫ) = −σ2(ǫ), exactly one i ∈ {1, 2} satisfies
that σi(ǫ) = +1. Then σi is the unique irreducible unramified constituent of Ind
O(V2n)
SO(V2n)
(σ0). 
3. Local Langlands correspondence for SO(V2n) and O(V2n)
In this we explain the LLC for SO(V2n) and O(V2n).
3.1. Orthogonal representations of WDF and its component groups. Let M be a finite dimensional
vector space over C. We say that a homomorphism φ : WDF → GL(M) is a representation of WDF =
WF × SL2(C) if
• φ(FrobF ) is semi-simple, where FrobF is a geometric Frobenius element in WF ;
• the restriction of φ to WF is smooth;
• the restriction of φ to SL2(C) is algebraic.
We call φ tempered if the image of WF is bounded.
We say that φ is orthogonal if there exists a non-degenerate bilinear form B : M ×M → C such that{
B(φ(w)x, φ(w)y) = B(x, y),
B(y, x) = B(x, y)
for x, y ∈M and w ∈WDF . In this case, φ is equivalent to its contragredient φ∨. More precisely, see [GGP,
§3].
For an irreducible representation φ0 of WDF , we denote the multiplicity of φ0 in φ by mφ(φ0). We can
decompose
φ = m1φ1 + · · ·+msφs + φ′ + φ′∨,
where φ1, . . . , φs are distinct irreducible orthogonal representations ofWDF , mi = mφ(φi), and φ
′ is a sum of
irreducible representations ofWDF which are not orthogonal. We say that a parameter φ is discrete ifmi = 1
for any i = 1, . . . , s and φ′ = 0, i.e., φ is a multiplicity-free sum of irreducible orthogonal representations of
WDF .
For a representation φ of WDF , the L-factor and the ε-factor associated to φ, which are defined in [T],
are denoted by L(s, φ) and ε(s, φ, ψ), respectively. If (φ,M) is an orthogonal representation with WDF -
invariant symmetric bilinear form B, then we define the adjoint L-function L(s, φ,Ad) associated to φ to be
the L-function associated to
Ad ◦ φ : WDF → GL(Lie(Aut(M,B))).
We say that φ is generic if L(s, φ,Ad) is regular at s = 1. Note that Ad ◦ φ ∼= ∧2φ since B is symmetric.
Hence the adjoint L-function L(s, φ,Ad) is equal to the exterior square L-function L(s, φ,∧2) = L(s,∧2φ).
Let φ be a representation of WDF =WF ×SL2(C). We denote the inertia subgroup of WF by IF . We say
that φ is unramified if φ is trivial on IF × SL2(C). In this case, φ is a direct sum of unramified characters of
W abF
∼= F×.
Let (φ,M) be an orthogonal representation of WDF with invariant symmetric bilinear form B. Let
Cφ = {g ∈ GL(M) | B(gx, gy) = B(x, y) for any x, y ∈M , and gφ(w) = φ(w)g for any w ∈WDF }
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be the centralizer of Im(φ) in Aut(M,B) ∼= O(dim(M),C). Also we put
C+φ = Cφ ∩ SL(M).
Finally, we define the large component group Aφ by
Aφ = π0(Cφ).
The image of C+φ under the canonical map Cφ → Aφ is denoted by A+φ , and called the component group of
φ. By [GGP, §4], Aφ and A+φ are described explicitely as follows:
Let φ = m1φ1 + · · ·+msφs + φ′ + φ′∨ be an orthogonal representation as above. Then we have
Aφ =
s⊕
i=1
(Z/2Z)ai ∼= (Z/2Z)s.
Namely, Aφ is a free Z/2Z-module of rank s and {a1, . . . , as} is a basis of Aφ with ai associated to φi. For
a = ai1 + · · ·+ aik ∈ Aφ with 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ s, we put
φa = φi1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ φik .
Also, we put
zφ :=
s∑
i=1
mφ(φi) · ai =
s∑
i=1
mi · ai ∈ Aφ.
This is the image of −1M ∈ Cφ. We call zφ the central element in Aφ. The determinant map det: GL(M)→
C× gives a homomorphism
det: Aφ → Z/2Z,
s∑
i=1
εiai 7→
s∑
i=1
εi · dim(φi) (mod 2),
where εi ∈ {0, 1} = Z/2Z. Then we have A+φ = ker(det).
By [GGP, §4], for each c ∈ F×, we can define a character ηφ,c of Aφ by
ηφ,c(a) = det(φ
a)(c).
Note that ηφ,c(zφ) = 1 if and only if c ∈ ker(det(φ)).
3.2. L-group and L-parameters of SO(V2n). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c) for some
c, d ∈ F×. We put E = F (√d). Then the Langlands dual group of SO(V2n) is the complex Lie group
SO(2n,C). We use
J =
 1. . .
1

to define O(2n,C), i.e., O(2n,C) = {g ∈ GL2n(C) | tgJg = J}. We denote the L-group of SO(V2n) by
L(SO(V2n)) = SO(2n,C)⋊WF . The action of WF on the dual group SO(2n,C) factors through WF /WE ∼=
Gal(E/F ). If E 6= F , i.e., SO(V2n) is not split, then the generator γ ∈ Gal(E/F ) acts on SO(2n,C) by the
inner automorphism of
ǫ =

1n−1
0 1
1 0
1n−1
 ∈ O(2n,C).
Hence by γ 7→ ǫ, we have the homomorphism
L(SO(V2n)) = SO(2n,C)⋊WF ։ SO(2n,C)⋊Gal(E/F )
∼=−→ O(2n,C).
On the other hand, if E = F , i.e., SO(V2n) is split, then WF acts on SO(2n,C) trivially so that we have the
homomorphism
L(SO(V2n)) = SO(2n,C)⋊WF ։ SO(2n,C) →֒ O(2n,C).
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An L-parameter of SO(V2n) is an admissible homomorphism
φ : WDF → L(SO(V2n)) = SO(2n,C)⋊WF .
We put
Φ(SO(V2n)) = {SO(2n,C)-conjugacy classes of L-parameters of SO(V2n)}.
For an L-parameter φ : WDF → L(SO(V2n)), by composing with the above map L(SO(V2n))→ O(2n,C), we
obtain a homomorphism
φ : WDF → O(2n,C).
We may regard φ as an orthogonal representation of WDF . Note that det(φ) = χV is the discriminant
character of V2n. The map φ 7→ φ gives an identification
Φ(SO(V2n)) = {φ : WDF → O(2n,C) | det(φ) = χV }/(SO(2n,C)-conjugacy).
Namely, we may regard Φ(SO(V2n)) as the set of SO(M)-conjugacy classes of orthogonal representations
(φ,M) of WDF with dim(M) = 2n and det(φ) = χV .
We denote the subset of Φ(SO(V2n)) consisting of SO(M)-conjugacy classes of tempered (resp. discrete,
generic) representations (φ,M) by Φtemp(SO(V2n)) (resp. Φdisc(SO(V2n)), Φgen(SO(V2n))). Then we have a
sequence
Φdisc(SO(V2n)) ⊂ Φtemp(SO(V2n)) ⊂ Φgen(SO(V2n)).
We define Φǫ(SO(V2n)) to be the subset of Φ(SO(V2n)) consisting of φ which contains an irreducible orthogonal
representation of WDF with odd dimension. We put Φ
ǫ
∗(SO(V2n)) = Φ
ǫ(SO(V2n)) ∩ Φ∗(SO(V2n)) for ∗ ∈
{disc, temp, gen}.
3.3. Local Langlands correspondence for SO(V2n). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c)
for some c, d ∈ F×. The discriminant character is denoted by χV := χd. We set V ′2n to be the orthogonal
space such that
dim(V ′2n) = 2n and disc(V
′
2n) = disc(V2n)
but V ′2n 6∼= V2n as orthogonal spaces. Such V ′2n exists uniquely up to isomorphisms unless n = 1 and d ∈ F×2
By a companion space of V2n, we mean V2n or V
′
2n.
Now we describe the desiderata for the local Langlands correspondence for SO(V2n).
Desideratum 3.1 (LLC for SO(V2n)). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c), and χV = (·, d)
be the discriminant character of V2n.
(1) There exists a canonical surjection⊔
V •2n
Irr(SO(V •2n))→ Φ(SO(V2n)).
where V •2n runs over all companion spaces of V2n. For φ ∈ Φ(SO(V2n)), we denote by Π0φ the inverse
image of φ under this map, and call Π0φ the L-packet of φ.
(2) We have ⊔
V •2n
Irr∗(SO(V
•
2n)) =
⊔
φ∈Φ∗(SO(V2n))
Π0φ
for ∗ ∈ {temp, disc}.
(3) For each c′ ∈ F×, there exists a suitable bijection
ιc′ : Π
0
φ → Â+φ .
(4) For σ0 ∈ Π0φ and c′ ∈ F×, the following are equivalent:
• σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n));
• ιc′(σ0)(zφ) = χV (c′/c).
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Note that (φ,M) ∈ Φ(SO(V2n)) is not an equivalence class but an SO(M)-conjugacy class, Because of
this difference, Desideratum 3.1 has not been established. Arthur [Ar] has established LLC for O(V2n), and
deduced a weaker version of Desideratum 3.1 as follows.
We introduce an equivalence relation ∼ǫ on Irr(SO(V •2n)). Choose an element ǫ in O(V •2n) such that
det(ǫ) = −1. For σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V •2n)), we define its conjugate σǫ0 by σǫ0(g) = σ0(ǫ−1gǫ). Then the equivalence
relation ∼ǫ on Irr(SO(V •2n)) is defined by
σ0 ∼ǫ σǫ0.
The canonical map Irr(SO(V •2n)) → Irr(SO(V •2n))/ ∼ǫ is denoted by σ0 7→ [σ0]. We say that [σ0] ∈
Irr(SO(V •2n))/ ∼ǫ is tempered (resp. discrete, µc′ -generic, unramified) if so is some (and hence any) rep-
resentative σ0.
Also, we introduce an equivalence relation ∼ǫ on Φ(SO(V2n)). For φ, φ′ ∈ Φ(SO(V2n)), we write φ ∼ǫ φ′
if φ is O(2n,C)-conjugate to φ′, i.e., φ is equivalent to φ′ as representations of WDF . The equivalence class
of φ is also denoted by φ.
The desiderata for the weaker version of the local Langlands correspondence for SO(V2n) is described as
follows:
Desideratum 3.2 (Weak LLC for SO(V2n)). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c), and χV =
(·, d) be the discriminant character of V2n.
(1) There exists a canonical surjection⊔
V •2n
Irr(SO(V •2n))/ ∼ǫ→ Φ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ .
where V •2n runs over all companion spaces of V2n. For φ ∈ Φ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ, we denote by Π0φ the
inverse image of φ under this map, and call Π0φ the L-packet of φ.
(2) We have ⊔
V •2n
Irr∗(SO(V
•
2n))/ ∼ǫ=
⊔
φ∈Φ∗(SO(V2n))/∼ǫ
Π0φ
for ∗ ∈ {temp, disc}.
(3) The following are equivalent:
• φ ∈ Φǫ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ;
• some [σ0] ∈ Π0φ satisfies σǫ0 ∼= σ0;
• all [σ0] ∈ Π0φ satisfy σǫ0 ∼= σ0.
Here, Φǫ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ is the subset of Φ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ consisting of φ which contains an irreducible
orthogonal representation of WDF with odd dimension.
(4) For each c′ ∈ F×, there exists a bijection (not depending on ψ)
ιc′ : Π
0
φ → Â+φ ,
which satisfies the endoscopic and twisted endoscopic character identities.
(5) For [σ0] ∈ Π0φ and c′ ∈ F×, the following are equivalent:
• σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V2n));
• ιc′([σ0])(zφ) = χV (c′/c).
(6) Assume that φ = φτ+φ0+φ
∨
τ , where φ0 is an element in Φtemp(SO(V2n0))/ ∼ǫ and φτ is an irreducible
tempered representation of WDF which corresponds to τ ∈ Irrtemp(GLk(F )) with n = n0 + k. Then
the induced representation
Ind
SO(V2n)
P (τ ⊗ σ0)
is a multiplicity-free direct sum of tempered representations of SO(V2n), where P is a parabolic sub-
group of SO(V2n) with Levi subgroup MP = GLk(F ) × SO(V2n0 ) and σ0 is a representative of an
element in Π0φ0 . The L-packet Π
0
φ is given by
Π0φ = {[σ] | σ ⊂ IndSO(V2n)P (τ ⊗ σ0) for some [σ0] ∈ Π0φ0}.
Moreover if σ ⊂ IndSO(V2n)P (τ ⊗ σ0), then ιc′([σ])|A+φ0 = ιc′([σ0]) for c′ ∈ F×.
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(7) Assume that
φ = φτ1 | · |s1F + · · ·+ φτr | · |srF + φ0 + (φτ1 | · |s1F + · · ·+ φτr | · |srF )∨,
where φ0 is an element in Φtemp(SO(V2n0))/ ∼ǫ, φτi is an irreducible tempered representation of
WDF which corresponds to τi ∈ Irrtemp(GLki(F )) with n = n0+k1+ · · ·+kr and si is a real number
with s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sr > 0. Then the L-packet Π0φ consists of the equivalence classes of the unique
irreducible quotients σ of the standard modules
Ind
SO(V2n)
P (τ1| det |s1F ⊗ · · · ⊗ τr| det |srF ⊗ σ0),
where σ0 runs over representatives of elements of Π
0
φ0
and P is a parabolic subgroup of SO(V2n) with
Levi subgroup MP = GLk1(F ) × · · · × GLkr (F ) × SO(V2n0). Moreover if σ is the unique irreducible
quotient of Ind
SO(V2n)
P (τ1| det |s1F ⊗ · · · ⊗ τr| det |srF ⊗ σ0), then ιc′([σ])|A+φ0 = ιc′([σ0]) for c′ ∈ F×.
In this paper, we take the position that the stabilization of the twisted trace formula used in [Ar] is
complete. See the series of papers [W, I], [W, II], [W, III], [W, IV], [W, V], [MW, VI], [W, VII], [W, VIII],
[W, IX] and [MW, X] of Waldspurger and Mœglin–Waldspurger, and papers of Chaudouard–Laumon [CL1]
and [CL2]. Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.3 ([Ar]). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c). Put E = F (
√
d). Then there exist
a surjective map
Irrtemp(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ→ Φtemp(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ
with the inverse image Π0φ of φ ∈ Φtemp(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ, and a bijection
ιc′ : Π
0
φ → (A+φ /〈zφ〉)̂
for c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×) satisfying Desideratum 3.2 (2), (3), (4), and (6). Moreover, using the Langlands
classification, we can extend the map [σ] 7→ φ to a surjective map
Irr(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ→ Φ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ
which satisfies Desideratum 3.2 (7).
Remark 3.4. (1) Mœglin’s work in [M2, §1.4, Theorem 1.4.1] may have extended Theorem 3.3 to the
pure inner forms as well, in which case Desideratum 3.2 would be known in general. However, we
are not sure how her work fits with the general theory of T. Kaletha on the normalization of transfer
factors for inner forms [Ka2]. In particular, we are not sure if the local character relation of Arthur
[Ar, Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.4] (the analog of Hypothesis 3.10 below) holds in her work.
(2) If d 6∈ F×2, then SO(V •2n) is quasi-split for any companion space of V2n, so that we may define
L-packets Π0φ and bijections
ιc1 : Π
0
φ ∩ Irr(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ→ (A+φ /〈zφ〉)̂ ,
ιc2 : Π
0
φ ∩ Irr(SO(V ′2n))/ ∼ǫ→ (A+φ /〈zφ〉)̂
for c1, c2 ∈ F× with c1 ∈ cNE/F (E×) and c2 6∈ cNE/F (E×). We define ιc2([σ]) for [σ] ∈ Irr(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ
by
ιc2([σ]) := ιc1([σ])⊗ ηφ,c1/c2 ,
and define ιc1([σ
′]) for [σ′] ∈ Irr(SO(V ′2n))/ ∼ǫ similarly. Then the character relations and local
intertwining relations would continue to hold after modifying the transfer factor and the normalization
of intertwining operators. See also [KMSW], [Ka2, §5.4] and [At1, Appendix A].
There are some properties of Π0φ.
Proposition 3.5. Assume Weak LLC for SO(V2n) (Desideratum 3.2).
(1) For c1, c2 ∈ F×, we have
ιc2([σ0]) = ιc1([σ0])⊗ ηφ,c2/c1
as a character of A+φ .
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(2) φ is generic, i.e., L(s, φ,Ad) is regular at s = 1 if and only if Π0φ contains a µc′-generic class [σ0]
for each c′ ∈ F×. Note that if c′ 6∈ cNE/F (E×), then σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V ′2n)).
(3) If φ is generic, then for each c′ ∈ F×, [σ0] ∈ Π0φ is µc′-generic if and only if ιc′([σ0]) is the trivial
representation of A+φ .
(4) If both SO(V2n) and φ are unramified, then Π
0
φ contains a unique unramified class [σ0], and it corre-
sponds to the trivial representation of A+φ under ιc.
In particular, these properties hold for the L-packets Π0φ ∩ Irr(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ of quasi-split SO(V2n) and
c1, c2, c
′ ∈ cNE/F (E×) unconditionally.
Proof. (1) is given in [Ka1, Theorem 3.3]. (2) is a conjecture of Gross–Prasad and Rallis ([GP, Conjecture
2.6]), and has been proven by Gan–Ichino ([GI2, Appendix B]). For (3), it is shown in [Ar, Proposition 8.3.2
(a)] supplemented by some results of many others that the class [σ0] corresponding to the trivial representation
of A+φ under ιc′ is µc′-generic. A simple proof of the other direction is given by the first author [At2]. Also
(3) is a special case of Gross–Prasad conjecture [GGP, Conjecture 17.1], which is proven by Waldspurger
[W2], [W3], [W5] and [W6]. Finally, (4) is proven by Mœglin [M1]. 
3.4. Local Langlands correspondence for O(V2n). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c),
and ǫ ∈ O(V2n) be as in §2.1. Put θ = Int(ǫ). It is an element in Aut(SO(V2n)). In [Ar], Arthur has
established the local Langlands correspondence for not O(V2n) but for
SO(V2n)⋊ 〈θ〉.
As topological groups, O(V2n) and SO(V2n) ⋊ 〈θ〉 are isomorphic. However, it is not canonical. There are
exactly two isomorphism O(V2n) ∼= SO(V2n) ⋊ 〈θ〉 which are identity on SO(V2n), and they are determined
by ±ǫ ↔ θ. We use the isomorphism such that ǫ ↔ θ. Via this isomorphism, we translate LLC for
SO(V2n)⋊ 〈θ〉 into LLC for O(V2n). Note that the changing of the choice of the isomorphism corresponds to
the automorphism
O(V2n)→ O(V2n), g 7→ det(g) · g =
{
g if g ∈ SO(V2n),
− g otherwise.
Hence it induces the bijection
Irr(O(V2n))→ Irr(O(V2n)), σ 7→ (ωσ ◦ det)⊗ σ,
where ωσ is the central character of σ, which is regarded as a character of {±1}.
Let V •2n be a companion space of V2n. We define an equivalence relation ∼det on Irr(O(V •2n)) by
σ ∼det σ ⊗ det
for σ ∈ Irr(O(V •2n)). The restriction and the induction give a canonical bijection
Irr(O(V •2n))/ ∼det←→ Irr(SO(V •2n))/ ∼ε .
Put Φ(O(V2n)) = Φ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ and Φ∗(O(V2n)) = Φ∗(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ for ∗ ∈ {temp, disc, gen}. Also, we
define Φǫ(O(V2n)) = Φ
ǫ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ. Namely, Φ(O(V2n)) is the set of equivalence classes of orthogonal
representations of WDF with dimension 2n and determinant χV . We call an element in Φ(O(V2n)) an
L-parameter for O(V2n).
We describe the local Langlands correspondence for O(V2n).
Desideratum 3.6 (LLC for O(V2n)). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c), and χV = (·, d) be
the discriminant character of V2n.
(1) There exists a canonical surjection⊔
V •2n
Irr(O(V •2n))→ Φ(O(V2n)).
where V •2n runs over all companion spaces of V2n. For φ ∈ Φ(O(V2n)), we denote by Πφ the inverse
image of φ under this map, and call Πφ the L-packet of φ.
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(2) We have ⊔
V •2n
Irr∗(O(V
•
2n)) =
⊔
φ∈Φ∗(O(V2n))
Πφ
for ∗ ∈ {temp, disc}.
(3) The following are equivalent:
• φ ∈ Φǫ(O(V2n));
• some σ ∈ Πφ satisfies σ ⊗ det 6∼= σ;
• all σ ∈ Πφ satisfy σ ⊗ det 6∼= σ.
Here, Φǫ(O(V2n)) is the subset of Φ(O(V2n)) consisting of φ which contains an irreducible orthogonal
representation of WDF with odd dimension.
(4) For each c′ ∈ F×, there exists a bijection (not depending on ψ)
ιc′ : Πφ → Âφ,
which satisfies the (twisted) endoscopic character identities.
(5) For σ ∈ Πφ and c′ ∈ F×, the following are equivalent:
• σ ∈ Irr(O(V2n));
• ιc′(σ)(zφ) = χV (c′/c).
(6) Assume that φ = φτ + φ0 + φ
∨
τ , where φ0 is an element in Φtemp(O(V2n0)) and φτ is an irreducible
tempered representation of WDF which corresponds to τ ∈ Irrtemp(GLk(F )) with n = n0 + k. Then
the induced representation
Ind
O(V2n)
P (τ ⊗ σ0)
is a multiplicity-free direct sum of tempered representations of O(V2n), where P is a parabolic subgroup
of O(V2n) with Levi subgroup MP = GLk(F )×O(V2n0) and σ0 ∈ Πφ0 . The L-packet Πφ is given by
Πφ = {σ | σ ⊂ IndO(V2n)P (τ ⊗ σ0) for some σ0 ∈ Πφ0}.
Moreover if σ ⊂ IndO(V2n)P (τ ⊗ σ0), then ιc′(σ)|Aφ0 = ιc′(σ0) for c′ ∈ F×.
(7) Assume that
φ = φτ1 | · |s1F + · · ·+ φτr | · |srF + φ0 + (φτ1 | · |s1F + · · ·+ φτr | · |srF )∨,
where φ0 is an element in Φtemp(O(V2n0 )), φτi is an irreducible tempered representation of WDF
which corresponds to τi ∈ Irrtemp(GLki(F )) with n = n0 + k1 + · · · + kr and si is a real number
with s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sr > 0. Then the L-packet Πφ consists of the unique irreducible quotients σ of the
standard modules
Ind
O(V2n)
P (τ1| det |s1F ⊗ · · · ⊗ τr| det |srF ⊗ σ0),
where σ0 runs over elements of Πφ0 and P is a parabolic subgroup of O(V2n) with Levi subgroup
MP = GLk1(F ) × · · · × GLkr (F ) × O(V2n0). Moreover if σ is the unique irreducible quotient of
Ind
O(V2n)
P (τ1| det |s1F ⊗ · · · ⊗ τr| det |srF ⊗ σ0), then ιc′(σ)|Aφ0 = ιc′(σ0) for c′ ∈ F×.
(8) For φ ∈ Φ(O(V2n)) = Φ(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ, the image of Πφ under the map
Irr(O(V •2n))→ Irr(O(V •2n))/ ∼det→ Irr(SO(V •2n))/ ∼ǫ
is the packet Π0φ in Weak LLC for SO(V2n), and the diagram
Πφ
ιc′−−−−→ Âφy y
Π0φ
ιc′−−−−→ Â+φ
is commutative for c′ ∈ F×.
(9) For c′ ∈ F× and σ ∈ Πφ, the determinant twist σ ⊗ det also belongs to Πφ, and
ιc′(σ ⊗ det)(a) = ιc′(a) · (−1)det(a)
for a ∈ Aφ.
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As Weak LLC for SO(V2n), the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.7 ([Ar]). Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c). Put E = F (
√
d). Then there exist
a surjective map
Irrtemp(O(V2n))→ Φtemp(O(V2n))
with the inverse image Πφ of φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n)), and a bijection
ιc′ : Πφ → (Aφ/〈zφ〉)̂
for c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×) satisfying Desideratum 3.6 (2), (3), (4), (6), (8), and (9). Moreover, using the Langlands
classification, we can extend the map σ 7→ φ to a surjective map
Irr(O(V2n))→ Φ(O(V2n))
which satisfies Desideratum 3.6 (7).
In fact, Arthur established Theorem 3.7 first and by using Desideratum 3.6 (8), he then defined the
L-packets Π0φ for SO(V2n) (Theorem 3.3).
Remark 3.8. As we mentioned in Remark 3.4, Mœglin’s work in [M2, §1.4, Theorem 1.4.1] seems to extend
Theorem 3.7 to the pure inner forms as well. Also, when d 6∈ F×2, we can define L-packets Πφ and a bijection
ιc′ : Πφ → Âφ for any c′ ∈ F× similar to Remark 3.4. However, motivated by Prasad conjecture (Conjecture
4.4 below), we should define ιc′(σ) for σ ∈ Irr(O(V2n)) by
ιc′(σ) = ιc(σ) ⊗ ηφχV ,c′/c.
See also Desideratum 3.9 and Hypothesis 3.10 below.
The following is an analogue of Proposition 3.5.
Desideratum 3.9. Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c). Let φ ∈ Φ(O(V2n)) and σ ∈ Πφ. We
write φχV = φ⊗ χV .
(1) For c1, c2 ∈ F×, we have
ιc2(σ) = ιc1(σ)⊗ ηφχV ,c2/c1
as a character of Aφ.
(2) φ is generic, i.e., L(s, φ,Ad) is regular at s = 1 if and only if Πφ contains a µ
ε
c′-generic representation
σ for each c′ ∈ F× and ε ∈ {±1}.
(3) If φ is generic, then for each c′ ∈ F×,
• σ+ ∈ Πφ is µ+c′-generic if and only if ιc′(σ+) is the trivial representation of Aφ;
• σ− ∈ Πφ is µ−c′-generic if and only if ιc′(σ−) is given by Aφ ∋ a 7→ (−1)det(a).
(4) If both O(V2n) and φ are unramified, then Πφ contains a unique unramified representation σ, and it
corresponds to the trivial representation of Aφ under ιc.
Under Desideratum 3.6, Proposition 3.5 and Hypothesis 3.10, Desideratum 3.9 will be proven in §3.6
below. Note that ηφχV ,c2/c1 |A+φ = ηφ,c2/c1 since dim(φa) is even for a ∈ A+φ .
3.5. Hypothesis. To establish Desideratum 3.9 and two main local theorems, we will use a very delicate
hypothesis, which is an intertwining relation.
Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c), and V be a companion space of V2n. For a fixed
positive integer k, we set
X = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvk, X∗ = Fv∗1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fv∗k
to be k-dimensional vector spaces over F . Let V ′ = V ⊕X ⊕X∗ be the orthogonal space define by
〈vi, vj〉V ′ = 〈v∗i , v∗j 〉V ′ = 〈vi, v0〉V ′ = 〈v∗i , v0〉V ′ = 0, 〈vi, v∗j 〉V ′ = δi,j
for any i, j = 1, . . . , k and v0 ∈ V . Let P = MPUP be the maximal parabolic subgroup of O(V ′) stabilizing
X , where MP is the Levi component of P stabilizing X
∗. Hence
MP ∼= GL(X)×O(V ).
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Using the basis {v1, ..., vk} of X , we obtain an isomorphismmP : GLk(F )→ GL(X). Let φτ be an orthogonal
tempered representation of WDF of dimension k, and τ be the tempered representation of GLk(F ) on a
space Vτ associated to φτ . For s ∈ C, we realize the representation τs := τ ⊗ | det |sF on Vτ by setting
τs(a) := | det(a)|sF τ(a)v for v ∈ Vτ and a ∈ GLk(F ). Let σ ∈ Irrtemp(O(V )). Assume that σ ∈ Πφσ with
φσ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V2n)), i.e., σ 6∼= σ ⊗ det and σ|SO(V ) is irreducible. We define a normalized intertwining
operator
Rc′(w, τs ⊗ σ) : IndO(V
′)
P (τs ⊗ σ)→ IndO(V
′)
P (τs ⊗ σ)
by (the meromorphic continuations of) the integral
Rc′(w, τs ⊗ σ)fs(h′) = e(V )k · χV (c′/c)k · |c′|kρPF · r(τs ⊗ σ)−1 · Aw
(∫
UP
fs(w˜
−1
c′ uPh
′)duP
)
for fs ∈ IndO(V
′)
P (τs ⊗ σ). Here,
• w is the non-trivial element in the relative Weyl group W (MP )(∼= Z/2Z) for MP ;
• w˜c′ ∈ O(V ) is the representative of w given by
w˜c′ = wP ·mP (c′ · a) · ((−1)k1V ),
where wP ∈ O(V ′) is defined by wP vi = −v∗i , wP v∗i = −vi and wP |V = 1V , and a ∈ GLk(F ) is given
by
a =
 (−1)
n−k+1
. .
.
(−1)n
 ;
• e(V ) = ιc(zφσ ) ∈ {±1}, i.e.,
e(V ) =
{
1 if V is associated to (d, c),
− 1 otherwise;
• ρP = m + (k − 1)/2, so that the modulus character δP of P satisfies that δP (mP (a)) = | det(a)|2ρPF
for a ∈ GLk(F );
• r(τs ⊗ σ) is the normalizing factor given by
r(τs ⊗ σ) = λ(E/F, ψ)k L(s, φτ ⊗ φσ)
ε(s, φτ ⊗ φσ, ψ)L(1 + s, φτ ⊗ φσ)
L(−2s, (∧2)∨ ◦ φτ )
ε(−2s, (∧2)∨ ◦ φτ )L(1− 2s, (∧2)∨ ◦ φτ ) ,
where ∧2 is the representation of GLk(C) on the space of skew-symmetric (k, k)-matrices, and
λ(E/F, ψ) is the Langlands λ-factor associated to E = F (
√
disc(V )) = F (
√
d).
• duP is the Haar measure of UP given in [Ar] (see also [At1, §6.1]);
• Aw : w(τ ⊗ σ) → τ ⊗ σ is the intertwining isomorphism defined in [Ar] (see also [At1, §6.3]), where
w(τ ⊗ σ)(m) := (τ ⊗ σ)(w˜−1c′ mw˜c′) for m ∈MP .
We expect that the intertwining operators and the local Langlands correspondence are related as follows:
Hypothesis 3.10. Notation is as above.
(1) The normalized intertwining operator Rc′(w, τs⊗σ) is holomorphic at s = 0. We put Rc′(w, τ ⊗σ) :=
Rc′(w, τ0 ⊗ σ).
(2) Suppose that φτ is a multiplicity-free sum of irreducible orthogonal tempered representations. Put
φσ′ = φτ ⊕ φσ ⊕ φτ , and denote by a ∈ Aφσ′ the element corresponding to φτ . Let σ′ ∈ Πφσ′ be an
irreducible constituent of Ind
O(V ′)
P (τ ⊗ σ). Then we have
Rc′(w, τ ⊗ σ)|σ′ = ιc′(σ′)(a)
for any c′ ∈ F×.
In special cases, Hypothesis 3.10 has been established:
Theorem 3.11. Hypothesis 3.10 holds in the following cases:
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• The case when V = V2n and c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×).
• The case when k is even and d 6= 1 in F×/F×2 under assuming Desideratum 3.2.
Proof. In the first case, Hypothesis 3.10 is Proposition 2.3.1 and Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.4, 2.4.1 and 2.4.4 in
[Ar]. The second case follows from Arthur’s results above and [At1, Proposition 3.3]. 
The cases when Hypothesis 3.10 has not yet been verified are
• the non-quasi-split even orthogonal case; and
• the case when k is odd and d 6= 1 in F×/F×2.
In general, Hypothesis 3.10 would follow from similar results to [Ar] and [KMSW].
Remark 3.12. Recall that we need to choose an isomorphism
O(V )←→ SO(V )⋊ 〈θ〉
to translate Arthur’s result. There exist two choices of isomorphisms, which are determined by ±ǫ↔ θ. We
have chosen the isomorphism such that ǫ ↔ θ. If one chooses the other isomorphism −ǫ ↔ θ, one should
replace the representative w˜c′ of w ∈ W (MP ) as
w˜′c′ = −wP ·mP (c′ · a) · ((−1)k1V ) = −w˜c′ .
Note that
fs(w˜
′
c′uPh
′) = ωs(−1) · fs(w˜c′uPh′)
for fs ∈ IndO(V
′)
P (τs ⊗ σ), where ωs is the central character of IndO(V
′)
P (τs ⊗ σ). This is compatible the
bijection
Irr(O(V ))→ Irr(O(V )), σ 7→ (ωσ ◦ det)⊗ σ
as in §3.4. Hence all results below are independent of the choice of the isomorphism O(V ) ∼= SO(V )⋊ 〈θ〉.
3.6. Proof of Desideratum 3.9. In this subsection, we prove Desideratum 3.9 under Hypothesis 3.10.
First, we treat the tempered case.
Theorem 3.13. Assume Desiderata 3.2, 3.6 and Hypothesis 3.10. Then Desideratum 3.9 holds for φ ∈
Φtemp(O(V )). In particular, it holds for the L-packets Πφ ∩ Irr(O(V2n)) of quasi-split O(V2n) and c1, c2, c′ ∈
cNE/F (E
×) unconditionally.
Proof. Note that Proposition 3.5 holds since we assume Desideratum 3.2.
First, we consider (1). Let φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V )) and σ ∈ Πφ. We have to show that
ιc1(σ)(a) = ιc2(σ)(a) · det(φaχV )(c1/c2)
for any a ∈ Aφ and c1, c2 ∈ F×. Fix a ∈ Aφ and consider the parameter
φ′ = φa ⊕ φ⊕ φa.
Let τ ∈ Irr(GLk(F )) be the representation corresponding to φa, where k = dim(φa), and put σ′ =
Ind
O(V ′)
P (τ ⊗ σ) as above. Then Aφ = Aφ′ since φ contains φa. Hence σ′ is irreducible and σ′ ∈ Πφ′
by Desideratum 3.6 (6). Moreover, we have
ιc′(σ
′)|Aφ = ιc′(σ)
for any c′ ∈ F×. By Hypothesis 3.10, Rci(w, τ⊗σ) is the scalar operator with eigenvalue ιci(σ)(a) for i = 1, 2.
By definition, we have
Rc1(w, τ ⊗ σ) = χV (c1/c2)k · ωτ (c1/c2) ·Rc2(w, τ ⊗ σ),
where ωτ is the central character of τ , which is equal to det(φ
a). Since
χV (c1/c2)
k · ωτ (c1/c2) = det(φaχV )(c1/c2),
we have
ιc1(σ)(a) = det(φ
aχV )(c1/c2) · ιc2(σ)(a),
as desired.
The assertion (2) follows from Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 3.5 (2).
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Next, we consider (3). Let φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V )). Note that φ is generic. By Proposition 3.5 (2) and
Desideratum 3.9 (2), for each c′ ∈ F×, there exists a µ+c′ -generic representation σ ∈ Πφ such that ιc′(σ)|A+φ =
1. We may assume that σ is a representation of O(V ) with V associated to (d, c′). We have to show that
ιc′(σ) = 1. If φ 6∈ Φǫ(O(V )), then A+φ = Aφ so that we have nothing to prove. Hence we may assume that
φ contains an irreducible orthogonal representation φ0 with odd dimension k. Let a0 ∈ Aφ be the element
corresponding to φ0. For s ∈ C, consider the parameter
φ′ = φ0 ⊕ φ⊕ φ0.
Let τs = τ | · |sF ∈ Irr(GLk(F )) be the representation corresponding to φ0| · |sF . We may assume that τs
is realized on a space Vτ , which is independent of s ∈ C. Put σ′s = IndO(V
′)
P (τs ⊗ σ) as above. Then by
Desideratum 3.6 (6), σ′0 is irreducible and σ
′
0 ∈ Πφ′ . Moreover, the canonical injection Aφ →֒ Aφ′ is bijective,
and we have
ιc′(σ
′
0)|Aφ = ιc′(σ).
Note that τ = τ0 is tempered, so that generic. Fix a nonzero homomorphism
l : τ ⊗ σ → C
such that
l(σ(u)v) = µ+c′(u)ℓ(v)
for u ∈ U ′ ∩MP and v ∈ τ ⊗ σ, where U ′ = U ′0 ⋊ 〈ǫ〉 with the maximal unipotent subgroup U ′0 of SO(V ′) as
in §2.2, and MP = GLk(F )×O(V ) is the Levi subgroup of P . For fs ∈ σ′s, we put
ls(fs) =
∫
U0
l(fs(w˜
−1
c′ u0))µ
−1
c′ (u0)du0,
where w˜c′ ∈ SO(V ) is the representative of w defined in §3.5. Then by [CS, Proposition 2.1] and [S1,
Proposition 3.1], ls(fs) is absolutely convergent for Re(s)≫ 0, and holomorphic continuation to C. Moreover,
l0 gives a nonzero map
l0 : σ
′
0 → C
such that
l0(σ
′
0(u
′)f0) = µ
+
c′(u
′)l0(f0)
for u′ ∈ U ′ and f0 ∈ σ′0. By a result of Shahidi ([S2, Theorem 3.5]), we have
l0 ◦Rc′(w, τ ⊗ σ) = l0.
See also [Ar, Theorem 2.5.1]. This equation together with Hypothesis 3.10 shows that
ιc′(σ)(a0) = ιc′(σ
′
0)(a0) = 1.
Since [Aφ : A
+
φ ] = 2, we have ιc′(σ) = 1, as desired.
Finally, we consider (4). Suppose that O(V ) and φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V )) are unramified. By Desideratum 3.2
and Lemma 2.4, Πφ contains a unique unramified representation σ, which satisfies that ιc(σ)|A+φ = 1. We
have to show that ιc(σ) = 1. We may assume that φ ∈ Φǫ(O(V )). Since ιc(σ)|A+φ = 1, by Proposition 3.5 (3),
we see that σ is µc-generic, i.e., there is a nonzero homomorphism l : σ → C such that l(σ(u0)v) = µc(u0)l(v)
for u0 ∈ U0 and v ∈ σ. By the Casselman–Shalika formula [CS, Theorem 5.4], we have l|σK0 6= 0, i.e., if
v ∈ σ is a nonzero K0-fixed vector, then l(v) 6= 0. Since σ ⊗ det 6∼= σ, we have
l ∈ HomU (σ, µδc)
for some δ ∈ {±1}. However, if v ∈ σ is a nonzero K-fixed vector, then we have
δ · l(v) = µδc(ǫ) · l(v) = l(σ(ǫ)v) = l(v).
This shows that σ is µ+c -generic, and so that ιc(σ) = 1 by Lemma 2.3 and Desideratum 3.9 (3). 
Now we treat the general case.
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Corollary 3.14. Assume Desiderata 3.2, 3.6 and Hypothesis 3.10. Then Desideratum 3.9 holds in general.
In particular, it holds for the L-packets Πφ ∩ Irr(O(V2n)) of quasi-split O(V2n) and c1, c2, c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×)
unconditionally.
Proof. This follows from the compatibility of LLC and the Langlands quotients (Desideratum 3.6 (7)). 
Remark 3.15. (1) Kaletha proved Proposition 3.5 (1) in [Ka1, Theorem 3.3] by comparing transfer
factors. One may feel that the proof of Theorem 3.13 (1) differs from Kaletha’s proof. However to
prove Hypothesis 3.10, one would need a similar argument to [Ka1]. Hence the proof of Theorem 3.13
(1) would be essentially the same as the one of [Ka1, Theorem 3.3].
(2) In [At2], the first author gave a proof of “only if” part of Proposition 3.5 (3). This proof is essentially
the same as the proof of Desideratum 3.9 (3) (Theorem 3.13).
4. Prasad’s conjecture
Prasad’s conjecture describes precisely the local theta correspondence for (O(V2n), Sp(W2n)) in terms of
the local Langlands correspondence for O(V2n) and Sp(W2n). A weaker version of this conjecture has been
proven by the first author [At1]. In this section, we state Prasad’s conjecture and give a proof for the full
version.
4.1. Local Langlands correspondence for Sp(W2m). Let W2m be a symplectic space over F with di-
mension 2m. The associated symplectic group is denoted by Sp(W2m). Fix an F -rational Borel subgroup
B′ = T ′U ′ of Sp(W2m). By [GGP, §12], there is a canonical bijection (depending on the choice of ψ)
F×/F×2 → {T ′-orbits of generic characters of U ′}, c 7→ µ′c.
The Langlands dual group of Sp(W2m) is the complex Lie group SO(2m+1,C), and WF acts on SO(2m+
1,C) trivially. We denote the L-group of Sp(W2m) by
L(Sp(W2m)) = SO(2m+1,C)×WF . An L-parameter
of Sp(W2m) is an admissible homomorphism
φ : WDF → L(Sp(W2m)) = SO(2m+ 1,C)×WF .
We put
Φ(Sp(W2m)) = {SO(2m+ 1,C)-conjugacy classes of L-parameters of Sp(W2m)}.
For an L-parameter φ : WDF → L(Sp(W2m)), by composing with the projection SO(2m + 1,C) ×WF →
SO(2m+ 1,C), we obtain a map
φ : WDF → SO(2m+ 1,C).
The map φ 7→ φ gives an identification
Φ(Sp(W2m)) = {φ : WDF → SO(2m+ 1,C)}/(SO(2m+ 1,C)-conjugacy).
Namely, we regard Φ(Sp(W2m)) as the set of equivalence classes of orthogonal representations of WDF
with dimension 2m+ 1 and trivial determinant. We denote the subset of Φ(Sp(W2m)) consisting of equiva-
lence classes of tempered (resp. discrete, generic) representations by Φtemp(Sp(W2n)) (resp. Φdisc(Sp(W2m)),
Φgen(Sp(W2m))). Then we have a sequence
Φdisc(Sp(W2m)) ⊂ Φtemp(Sp(W2n)) ⊂ Φgen(Sp(W2m)).
The following theorem are due to Arthur [Ar] supplemented by some results of many others (c.f., see the
proof of Proposition 3.5). See also [At1, §3, §6.3] and [Ka1, Theorem 3.3].
Theorem 4.1. There exist a surjective map
Irrtemp(Sp(W2m))→ Φtemp(Sp(W2m))
with the inverse image Πφ of φ ∈ Φtemp(Sp(W2m)), and a bijection
ι′c : Πφ → Â+φ
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for c ∈ F× which satisfy analogues of Desideratum 3.6 (2), (4), and (6). Moreover, using the Langlands
classification, we can extend the map π 7→ φ to a surjective map
Irr(Sp(W2m))→ Φ(Sp(W2m))
which satisfies an analogue of Desideratum 3.6 (7). In addition, an analogue to Proposition 3.5 holds. In
particular, we have
ι′c1(π) = ι
′
c2(π) · ηφ,c1/c2
for π ∈ Πφ and c1, c2 ∈ F×.
Note that for φ ∈ Φ(Sp(W2n)), we have
Aφ = A
+
φ ⊕ 〈zφ〉.
Hence we may identify Â+φ with
(Aφ/〈zφ〉)̂ ⊂ Âφ.
Via this identification, we regard ι′c as an injection
ι′c : Πφ → Âφ.
Let φτ be an orthogonal tempered representation of WDF , and τ ∈ Irr(GLk(F )) be the tempered repre-
sentation corresponding to φτ . In [Ar], Arthur has defined a normalized intertwining operator R(w
′, τ⊗π) on
Ind
Sp(W2m′ )
Q (τ ⊗ π) for π ∈ Irrtemp(Sp(W2m)), where m′ = m+ k and Q is a parabolic subgroup of Sp(W2m′)
whose Levi subgroup is MQ ∼= GLk(F ) × Sp(W2m). See also [At1, §6. 3]. Note that IndSp(W2m′ )Q (τ ⊗ π) is
multiplicity-free. An analogue of Hypothesis 3.10 is given as follows:
Proposition 4.2. Let φπ ∈ Φtemp(Sp(W2m)) and π ∈ Πφπ . We put φπ′ = φτ ⊕ φπ ⊕ φτ . We denote by
a′ ∈ Aφπ′ the element corresponding to φτ . Let π′ be an irreducible constituent of Ind
Sp(W2m′ )
Q (τ ⊗ π). Then
we have
R(w′, τ ⊗ π)|π′ = ι′1(π′)(a′).
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.4.1 in [Ar]. 
4.2. Local theta correspondence. We introduce the local theta correspondence induced by a Weil repre-
sentation ωW,V,ψ of Sp(W2m)×O(V2n), and recall some basic general results.
We have fixed a non-trivial additive character ψ of F . We denote aWeil representation of Sp(W2m)×O(V2n)
by ω = ωW,V,ψ. Let σ ∈ Irr(O(V2n)). Then the maximal σ-isotypic quotient of ω is of the form
Θ(σ)⊠ σ,
where Θ(σ) = ΘW,V,ψ(σ) is a smooth representation of Sp(W2m). It was shown by Kudla [Ku] that Θ(σ) has
finite length (possibly zero). The maximal semi-simple quotient of Θ(σ) is denoted by θ(σ) = θW,V,ψ(σ).
Similarly, for π ∈ Irr(Sp(W2m)), we obtain smooth finite length representations Θ(π) = ΘV,W,ψ(π) and
θ(π) = θV,W,ψ(π) of O(V2n). The Howe duality conjecture, which was proven by Waldspurger [W1] if the
residue characteristic is not 2 and by Gan–Takeda [GT1], [GT2] in general, says that θ(σ) and θ(π) are
irreducible (if they are nonzero).
4.3. Prasad’s conjecture. Let V be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c), and W be a symplectic space
with dim(V ) = dim(W ) = 2n. We denote the discriminant character of V by χV . Let φ ∈ Φ(O(V )), and put
φ′ = (φ⊕ 1)⊗ χV .
Then we have φ′ ∈ Φ(Sp(W )). Moreover we have a canonical injection Aφ →֒ Aφ′ . We denote the image of
a ∈ Aφ by a′ ∈ Aφ′ . One should not confuse z′φ with zφ′ . They satisfy z′φ = e′1 + zφ′ , where e′1 ∈ Aφ′ is the
element corresponding to χV ⊂ φ′.
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Lemma 4.3. For any φ ∈ Φ(O(V )), the map
Aφ →֒ Aφ′ ։ Aφ′/〈zφ′〉
is surjective. It is not injective if and only if φ contains 1. In this case, the kernel of this map is generated
by e1 + zφ, where e1 ∈ Aφ is the element corresponding to 1.
Proof. The map Aφ →֒ Aφ′ is not surjective if and only if φ ∈ Φ(O(V )) and φ does not contain 1. In
this case the cokernel of this map is generated by e′1. Since z
′
φ = e
′
1 + zφ′ , we have the surjectivity of
Aφ →֒ Aφ′ ։ Aφ′/〈zφ′〉.
By comparing the order of Aφ with the one of Aφ′/〈zφ′〉, we see that Aφ →֒ Aφ′ ։ Aφ′/〈zφ′〉 is not
injective if and only if φ contains 1. In this case, the order of the kernel is 2. Since (e1+ zφ)
′ = e′1+ zφ′ = zφ′
the kernel is generated by e1 + zφ. 
Prasad’s conjecture is stated as follows:
Conjecture 4.4 (Prasad’s conjecture for (O(V2n), Sp(W2n))). Let V andW be an orthogonal space associated
to (d, c) and a symplectic space with dim(V ) = dim(W ) = 2n, respectively. We denote by χV = χd the
discriminant character of V . Let φ ∈ Φ(O(V )) and put φ′ = (φ ⊕ 1) ⊗ χV ∈ Φ(Sp(W )). For σ ∈ Πφ, we
have the following:
(1) ΘW,V •,ψ(σ) is zero if and only if φ contains 1 and ιc′(σ)(zφ+e1) = −1, where e1 ∈ Aφ is the element
corresponding to 1 ⊂ φ.
(2) Assume that π = θW,V •,ψ(σ) is nonzero. Then π ∈ Πφ′ and ι′c′(π)|Aφ = ιc′(σ) for c′ ∈ F×.
Remark 4.5. (1) Recall that for π ∈ Πφ′ ⊂ Irr(Sp(Wm)), the character ι′c′(π) of Aφ′ factors through
Aφ′/〈zφ′〉. By Lemma 4.3, we see that ι′c′(π) is determined completely by its restriction to Aφ.
(2) By [GI1, Theorem C.5], we know that
• if φ does not contain 1, then both ΘW,V •,ψ(σ) and ΘW,V •,ψ(σ ⊗ det) are nonzero;
• if φ contains 1, then exactly one of ΘW,V •,ψ(σ) or ΘW,V •,ψ(σ ⊗ det) is nonzero;
• if π = θW,V •,ψ(σ) is nonzero, then π ∈ Πφ′ .
Hence Conjecture 4.4 (1) follows from (2) since z′φ = e
′
1 + zφ′ .
The first main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 4.6. Assume Desideratum 3.6 and Hypothesis 3.10. Then Prasad’s conjecture for (O(V2n), Sp(W2n))
(Conjecture 4.4) holds. In particular, it holds unconditionally when V • = V and c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×) with
E = F (
√
d).
A weaker version of Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4), which is formulated by using Weak LLC for
SO(V ) or its translation into O(V ) (i.e., by using A+φ ), was proven by [At1] under Desideratum 3.2 and
Hypothesis 3.10.
Theorem 4.7 ([At1, §5.5]). Assume Desideratum 3.2 and Hypothesis 3.10 for even k. Let φ ∈ Φ(O(V )) and
put φ′ = (φ ⊕ 1) ⊗ χV ∈ Φ(Sp(W )) as in Conjecture 4.4. For σ ∈ Πφ, if π = θW,V •,ψ(σ) is nonzero, then
π ∈ Πφ′ and
ι′c′(π)|A+φ = ιc′(σ)|A+φ
for c′ ∈ F×. In particular, the same unconditionally holds when V • = V and c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×) with E =
F (
√
d).
We may consider the theta correspondence for (Sp(W2n−2),O(V2n)). There is also Prasad’s conjecture for
(Sp(W2n−2),O(V2n)).
Conjecture 4.8 (Prasad’s conjecture for (Sp(W2n−2),O(V2n))). Let V be an orthogonal space associated to
(d, c) with dim(V ) = 2n, and W be a symplectic space with dim(W ) = 2n − 2. We denote by χV = χd the
discriminant character of V . Let φ′ ∈ Φ(Sp(W )) and put φ = (φ′ ⊗ χV ) ⊕ 1 ∈ Φ(O(V )). For a companion
space V • of V , we put
e(V •) =
{
χV (c
′/c) if V • = V,
− χV (c′/c) if V • 6= V
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Let π ∈ Πφ′ .
(1) ΘV •,W,ψ(π) = 0 if and only if φ
′ contains χV and ι
′
c′(π)(e1 + zφ′) = −e(V •).
(2) Assume that σ = θV •,W,ψ(π) is nonzero. Then σ ∈ Πφ and so that there is a canonical injection
Aφ′ →֒ Aφ. Moreover, ιc′(σ) satisfies that
• ιc′(σ)(zφ) = e(V •);
• ιc′(σ)|Aφ′ = ι′c′(π) for c′ ∈ F×.
The following theorem shows that Conjecture 4.4 implies Conjecture 4.8.
Theorem 4.9. Assume Desideratum 3.6 and Hypothesis 3.10 (so that Conjecture 4.4 holds by Theorem
4.6). Then Prasad’s conjecture for (Sp(W2n−2),O(V2n)) (Conjecture 4.8) holds. In particular, it holds
unconditionally when V • = V and c′ ∈ cNE/F (E×) with E = F (
√
d).
Proof. The equation ιc′(σ)(zφ) = e(V
•) follows from Desideratum 3.6 (5) and Proposition 3.5 (1). Under
assuming Desideratum 3.2 and Hypothesis 3.10 for even k, the first author showed that ιc′(σ)|A+φ′ = ι′c′(π)|A+φ′
for c′ ∈ F× ([At1, Theorem 1.7]). Hence it suffices to show the equation
ιc′(σ)(e1 + zφ) = 1,
where e1 is the element of Aφ corresponding to 1. This equation follows from Conjecture 4.4 (Theorem 4.6)
together with the tower property (see [Ku]). 
4.4. Proof of Prasad’s conjecture. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 4.6.
Recall that there is a sequence
Φǫtemp(O(V )) ⊂ Φtemp(O(V )) ⊂ Φ(O(V )).
First, we reduce Conjecture 4.4 to the case when φ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V )).
Lemma 4.10. If Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4) holds for any φ0 ∈ Φtemp(O(V )), then it holds for
any φ ∈ Φ(O(V )).
Proof. This follows from a compatibility of LLC, Langlands quotients and theta lifts (Desideratum 3.1 (7)
and [GI1, Proposition C.4]). 
Lemma 4.11. Assume Desideratum 3.2 and Hypothesis 3.10. Then Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4)
holds for any φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V )) \ Φǫtemp(O(V )).
Proof. Since A+φ = Aφ, this follows from Theorem 4.7. 
Hence Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4) is reduced to the case when φ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V )). For this case,
the following is the key proposition:
Proposition 4.12. Let V2n and W2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c) and a symplectic space with
dim(V2n) = dim(W2n) = 2n, respectively. Fix a positive integer k. For a companion space V of V2n, put
V ′ = V ⊕Hk. Also we set V2n+2k = (V2n)′, W =W2n and W ′ =W2n+2k =W ⊕Hk. Let φτ be an irreducible
orthogonal tempered representation of WDF , and τ ∈ Irrtemp(GLk(F )) be the corresponding representation.
For φσ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V2n)), put
φσ′ = φτ ⊕ φσ ⊕ φτ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V2n+2k)),
φπ = (φσ ⊕ 1)⊗ χV ∈ Φtemp(Sp(W2n)) and
φπ′ = (φσ′ ⊕ 1)⊗ χV = φτχV ⊕ φπ ⊕ φτχV ∈ Φtemp(Sp(W2n+2k)).
Let σ ∈ Πσ, σ′ ∈ Πσ, π ∈ Πφπ and π′ ∈ Πφ′π such that σ ∈ Irr(O(V )) for a companion space V of V2n,
σ′ ⊂ IndO(V ′)P (τ ⊗ σ) and π′ ⊂ IndSp(W
′)
Q (τχV ⊗ π), where P ⊂ O(V ′) and Q ⊂ Sp(W ′) are suitable parabolic
subgroups. Suppose that
• φτ is not the trivial representation of WDF ;
• π′ = θW ′,V ′,ψ(σ′).
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We denote by a ∈ Aφσ′ and a′ ∈ Aφπ′ the elements corresponding to φτ and φτχV , respectively. Then we
have
ιc′(σ
′)(a) = ι′c′(π
′)(a′)
for c′ ∈ F×.
Proof. The argument is similar to those of [GI2, §8] and [At1, §7], but it has one difference. So we shall give
a sketch of the proof.
Let ω = ωW,V,ψ and ω
′ = ωW ′,V ′,ψ. We use a mixed model S ′ = S(V ′ ⊗ Y ∗) ⊗ S ⊗ S(X∗ ⊗W ) for ω′,
where S is a space of ω (see [At1, §6.2]). For ϕ ∈ S ′, we define a map fˆ(ϕ) : Sp(W ′)×O(V ′)→ S as in [GI2,
§8.1] and [At1, §7.1]. By a similar argument to the proof of [GS, Theorem 8.1], we have π = θW,V,ψ(σ) (see
also [GI1, Proposition C.4]). Fix a nonzero Sp(W )×O(V )-equivariant map
T00 : ω × σ∨ → π.
For ϕ ∈ S ′, Φs ∈ IndO(V
′)
P (τ | · |sF ⊗ σ∨), g ∈ Sp(W ′), vˇ ∈ τ∨ and vˇ0 ∈ π∨, consider the integral
〈Ts(ϕ,Φs)(g), vˇ ⊗ vˇ0〉 := L(s+ 1, τ)−1 ·
∫
UPO(V )\O(V ′)
〈T00(fˆ(ϕ)(g, h), 〈Φs(h), vˇ〉), vˇ0〉dh.
Then one can show that
(1) the integral 〈Ts(ϕ,Φs)(g), vˇ⊗ vˇ0〉 is absolutely convergent for Re(s) > −1 and admits a holomorphic
continuation to C;
(2) Ts gives an Sp(W ′)×O(V ′)-equivalent map
Ts : ω′ ⊗ IndO(V
′)
P (τ | · |sF ⊗ σ∨)→ IndSp(W
′)
Q (τχV | · |sF ⊗ π).
See [GI2, Lemmas 8.1–8.2] and [At1, Proposition 7.2]. The one difference is that our case does not satisfy an
analogue of [GI2, Lemma 8.3]. So we have to modify this lemma. One can show that
(3) if L(−s, τ∨) is regular at s = 0, then for any Φ ∈ IndO(V ′)P (τ ⊗ σ∨) with Φ 6= 0, there exists ϕ ∈ ω′
such that T0(ϕ′,Φ) 6= 0.
Since φτ is irreducible and tempered, L(−s, τ∨) is regular at s = 0 if and only if φτ is not the trivial
representation of WDF .
By the same calculation as [GI2, Proposition 8.4] and [At1, Corollary 7.4], one can show that
(4) for Φ ∈ IndO(V ′)P (τ ⊗ σ∨) and ϕ ∈ ω′, we have
R(w′, τχV ⊗ π)T0(ϕ,Φ) = ωτχV (c′) · T0(ϕ,Rc′(w, τ ⊗ σ∨)Φ).
Here, we use the fact that
γ−1V · λ(E/F, ψ) = e(V ) · χV (c),
where γV is the Weil constant associated to V which appears on the explicit formula for ω
′, and λ(E/F, ψ)
is the Langlands constant which appears on the normalizing factor of Rc′(w, τ ⊗ σ∨).
By the same argument as [At1, Lemma 7.5], (3) and (4) together with Hypothesis 3.10 and Proposition
4.2 imply that
(5) ιc′(σ
′)(a) = ωτχV (c
′) · ι′1(π′)(a′).
Since ωτχV (c
′) = det(φτχV )(c
′) = det(φa
′
π′)(c
′), we have
(6) ωτχV (c
′) · ι′1(π′)(a′) = ι′c′(π′)(a′).
The equations (5) and (6) imply the desired equation. 
Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.12 imply Prasad’s conjecture (Theorem 4.6).
Proof of Theorem 4.6. By Remark 4.5 (2) and Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, we only consider Conjecture 4.4 (2) for
φσ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V )). Hence φσ contains an irreducible orthogonal representation φ0 with odd dimension k0.
Put φπ = (φσ ⊕ 1)⊗ χV . Let σ ∈ Πφσ and assume that π = θW,V •,ψ(σ) is nonzero. Hence we have π ∈ Πφπ .
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Let a0 ∈ Aφσ (resp. a′0 ∈ Aφπ) be the element corresponding to φ0 (resp. φ0χV ). Since [Aφσ : A+φσ ] = 2, by
Theorem 4.7, it is enough to show that
ιc′(σ)(a0) = ι
′
c′(π)(a
′
0)
for c′ ∈ F×. We choose an irreducible orthogonal tempered representation φτ of WDF such that
• φτ is not the trivial representation;
• φτ is not contained in φσ;
• k = dim(φτ ) is odd.
Put φσ′ = φτ ⊕ φσ ⊕ φτ and φπ′ = φτχV ⊕ φπ ⊕ φτχV . Let aτ ∈ Aφσ′ (resp. a′τ ∈ Aφπ′ ) be the element
corresponding to φτ (resp. φτχV ). The claims (2) and (3) in the proof of Proposition 4.12, there exist
σ′ ⊂ IndO(V •′)P (τ ⊗ σ) and π′ ⊂ IndSp(W
′)
Q (τχV ⊗ π) such that π′ = θW ′,V •′,ψ(σ′). By Proposition 4.12, we
have
ιc′(σ
′)(aτ ) = ι
′
c′(π
′)(a′τ ).
On the other hand, we know
ιc′(σ
′)(aτ + a0) = ι
′
c′(π
′)(a′τ + a
′
0)
by Theorem 4.7. Hence we have
ιc′(σ
′)(a0) = ι
′
c′(π
′)(a′0).
Since ιc′(σ
′)|Aφσ = ιc′(σ) and ι′c′(π′)|Aφπ = ι′c′(π), we have
ιc′(σ)(a0) = ι
′
c′(π)(a0)
′.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.13. One may feel that Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4) can be proven by a similar way to
[At1, Theorem 1.7 (§7)] without assuming the weaker version of Prasad’s conjecture (Theorem 4.7). However,
because of the lack of an analogue of [GI2, Lemma 8.3], the same method as [At1] can not be applied to Prasad’s
conjecture for (O(V2n), Sp(W2n)) when φ ∈ Φ(O(V2n)) contains 1.
5. Gross–Prasad conjecture
Gross and Prasad gave a conjectural answer for a restriction problem for special orthogonal groups. For
the tempered case, this conjecture has been proven by Waldspurger [W2], [W3], [W5], [W6]. In this section,
we recall the Gross–Prasad conjecture and consider an analogous restriction problem for orthogonal groups.
5.1. Local Langlands correspondence for O(V2n+1). Let Vm be an orthogonal space of dimension m.
Recall that the discriminant of Vm is defined by
disc(Vm) = 2
−m(−1)m(m−1)2 det(Vm) ∈ F×/F×2.
An orthogonal space V •m is a companion space of Vm if dim(V
•
m) = dim(Vm) and disc(V
•
m) = disc(Vm).
Let V2n+1 be an orthogonal space over F with dimension 2n + 1. We denote the orthogonal group and
the special orthogonal group associated to V2n+1 by O(V2n+1) and SO(V2n+1), respectively. Suppose that
O(V2n+1) is split.
We say that a representation φ of WDF is symplectic if φ admits a non-degenerate symplectic bilinear
form which is WDF -invariant. More precisely, see [GGP, §3].
The Langlands dual group of SO(V2n+1) is the complex Lie group Sp(2n,C), and WF acts on Sp(2n,C)
trivially. We denote the L-group of SO(V2n+1) by
L(SO(V2n+1)) = Sp(2n,C) ×WF . An L-parameter of
SO(V2n+1) is an admissible homomorphism
φ : WDF → L(SO(V2n+1)) = Sp(2n,C)×WF .
We put
Φ(SO(V2n+1)) = {Sp(2n,C)-conjugacy classes of L-parameters of SO(V2n+1)}.
For an L-parameter φ : WDF → L(SO(V2n+1)), by composing with the projection Sp(2n,C) × WF →
Sp(2n,C), we obtain a map
φ : WDF → Sp(2n,C).
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The map φ 7→ φ gives an identification
Φ(SO(V2n+1)) = {φ : WDF → Sp(2n,C)}/(Sp(2n,C)-conjugacy).
Namely, we regard Φ(SO(V2n+1)) as the set of equivalence classes of symplectic representations of WDF
with dimension 2n. We denote the subset of Φ(SO(V2n+1)) consisting of equivalence classes of tempered
(resp. discrete, generic) representations by Φtemp(SO(V2n+1)) (resp. Φdisc(SO(V2n+1)), Φgen(SO(V2n+1))).
Then we have a sequence
Φdisc(SO(V2n+1)) ⊂ Φtemp(SO(V2n+1)) ⊂ Φgen(SO(V2n+1)).
We expect a similar desideratum for SO(V2n+1) to Desideratum 3.6. Namely, for φ ∈ Φ(SO(V2n+1)), we
expect there are an L-packet
Π0φ ⊂
⊔
V •2n+1
Irr(SO(V •2n+1)),
and a canonical bijection
ι : Π0φ → Âφ,
which satisfy similar properties to Desideratum 3.6. Here, V •2n+1 runs over all companion spaces of V
•
2n+1
Note that Aφ = A
+
φ for φ ∈ Φ(SO(V2n+1)).
For the (quasi-)split case, it is known by Arthur [Ar].
Theorem 5.1. There exist a surjective map
Irrtemp(SO(V2n+1))→ Φtemp(SO(V2n+1))
with the inverse image Π0φ of φ ∈ Φtemp(SO(V2n+1)), and a canonical bijection
ι : Π0φ → (A+φ /〈zφ〉)̂
which satisfy analogues of Desideratum 3.6 (2), (4), and (6). Moreover, using the Langlands classification,
we can extend the map τ 7→ φ to a surjective map
Irr(SO(V2n+1))→ Φ(SO(V2n+1))
which satisfies an analogue of Desideratum 3.6 (7).
Mœglin’s work in [M2, §1.4, Theorem 1.4.1] seems to extend This theorem to the pure inner forms as well.
Since O(V •2n+1) is the direct product
O(V •2n+1) = SO(V
•
2n+1)× {±1V •2n+1},
any τ ∈ Irr(O(V •2n+1)) is determined by its restriction τ |SO(V •2n+1) ∈ Irr(SO(V •2n+1)) and its central character
ωτ ∈ {±1V •2n+1 }̂ ∼= {±1}. We define Φ(O(V2n+1)) by
Φ(O(V2n+1)) := Φ(SO(V2n+1))× {±1}.
For (φ, b) ∈ Φ(O(V2n+1)), we put
Πφ,b = {τ ∈ Irr(O(V •2n+1)) | τ |SO(V •2n+1) ∈ Π0φ, ωτ (−1) = b}.
Then we have a canonical bijection
Πφ,b
Res−−→ Π0φ ι−→ Âφ.
which is also denoted by ι. Also we have
Πφ,−b = Πφ,b ⊗ det .
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5.2. Gross–Prasad conjecture for special orthogonal groups. In this subsection, we recall the Gross–
Prasad conjecture.
Let Vm+1 be an orthogonal space of dimension m + 1, and Vm be a non-degenerate subspace of Vm+1
with codimension 1. We denote by Veven (resp. Vodd) the space Vm or Vm+1 such that dim(Veven) is even
(resp. dim(Vodd) is odd). Suppose that SO(Vm)×SO(Vm+1) is quasi-split. We put c = −disc(Vodd)/disc(Veven) ∈
F×/F×2. Then Veven is associated to (disc(Veven), c). We say that a pair (V
•
m, V
•
m+1) of companion spaces of
(Vm, Vm+1) is relevant if V
•
m ⊂ V •m+1. Then we have a diagonal map
∆: O(V •m)→ O(V •m)×O(V •m+1).
By [AGRS] and [W4], for σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V •even)) and τ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V •odd)), we have
dimCHom∆SO(V •m)(σ0 ⊠ τ0,C) ≤ 1.
Choose ǫ ∈ O(V •m) such that det(ǫ) = −1. We extend τ0 to an irreducible representation τ of O(V •odd). For
ϕ ∈ Hom∆SO(V •m)(σ0 ⊠ τ0,C), we put
ϕ′ = ϕ ◦ (1⊠ τ(ǫ)).
Then we have ϕ′ ∈ Hom∆SO(V •m)(σǫ0 ⊠ τ0,C), and the map ϕ 7→ ϕ′ gives an isomorphism
Hom∆SO(V •m)(σ0 ⊠ τ0,C)
∼= Hom∆SO(V •m)(σǫ0 ⊠ τ0,C).
Therefore, dimCHom∆SO(V •m)(σ0 ⊠ τ0,C) depends only on
([σ0], τ0) ∈ Irr(SO(Veven))/ ∼ǫ ×Irr(SO(Vodd)).
The Gross–Prasad conjecture determines this dimension in terms of Weak LLC for SO(Veven) and LLC for
SO(Vodd).
Let φ ∈ Φtemp(SO(Veven))/ ∼ǫ and φ′ ∈ Φtemp(SO(Vodd)). Following [GGP, §6], for semi-simple elements
a ∈ Cφ and a′ ∈ Cφ′ , we put
χφ′(a) = ε(φ
a ⊗ φ′) · det(φa)(−1) 12 dim(φ′),
χφ(a
′) = ε(φ⊗ φ′a′) · det(φ)(−1) 12 dim(φ′a
′
).
Here, ε(φa ⊗ φ′) = ε(1/2, φa ⊗ φ′, ψ) and ε(φ⊗ φ′a′) = ε(1/2, φ⊗ φ′a′ , ψ) are the local root numbers, which
are independent of the choice of ψ. By [GP, Proposition 10.5], χφ′ and χφ define characters on Aφ and on
Aφ′ , respectively.
The following is a result of Waldspurger [W2], [W3], [W5], [W6].
Theorem 5.2 (Gross–Prasad conjecture for special orthogonal groups). Let Vm+1 be an orthogonal space
of dimension m + 1, and Vm be a non-degenerate subspace of Vm+1 with codimension 1. Suppose that
SO(Vm)×SO(Vm+1) is quasi-split. We put c = −disc(Vodd)/disc(Veven) ∈ F×/F×2, so that Veven is associated
to (disc(Veven), c). Assume
• Weak LLC for SO(Veven) (Desideratum 3.2);
• LLC for SO(Vodd) (an analogue of Desideratum 3.6 for SO(Vodd)).
Let φ ∈ Φtemp(SO(Veven))/ ∼ǫ and φ′ ∈ Φtemp(SO(Vodd)). Then there exists a unique pair ([σ0], τ0) ∈ Π0φ×Π0φ′
such that σ0⊠ τ0 is a representation of SO(V
•
even)× SO(V •odd) with a relevant pair (V •even, V •odd) of companion
spaces of (Veven, Vodd), and
Hom∆SO(V •2n)(σ0 ⊠ τ0,C) 6= 0.
Moreover, ιc([σ0])× ι(τ0) satisfies that
ιc([σ0])× ι(τ0) = (χφ′ |A+φ )× χφ.
In particular, the same unconditionally holds for quasi-split SO(Vm)× SO(Vm+1).
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5.3. Gross–Prasad conjecture for orthogonal groups. Let V •m+1 be an orthogonal space of dimension
m+1, and V •m be a non-degenerate subspace of Vm+1 with codimension 1. In [AGRS], Aizenbud, Gourevitch,
Rallis and Schiffmann showed that
dimCHom∆O(V •m)(σ ⊠ τ,C) ≤ 1
for σ ∈ Irr(O(V •even)) and τ ∈ Irr(O(V •odd)). The following conjecture determines this dimension for (σ, τ) ∈
Irrtemp(O(V
•
even))× Irrtemp(O(V •odd)).
Let φ ∈ Φ(O(V2n)). For b ∈ {±1} and a ∈ Cφ, we put
dφ,b(a) = b
dim(φa).
By [GGP, §4], dφ,b defines a character on Aφ. Note that dφ,b is trivial on A+φ .
Conjecture 5.3 (Gross–Prasad conjecture for orthogonal groups). Let Vm+1 be an orthogonal space of
dimension m+1, and Vm be a non-degenerate subspace of Vm+1 with codimension 1. Suppose that O(Vm)×
O(Vm+1) is quasi-split. We put c = −disc(Vodd)/disc(Veven) ∈ F×/F×2, so that Veven is associated to
(disc(Veven), c). Let φ ∈ Φtemp(O(Veven)) and (φ′, b) ∈ Φtemp(O(Vodd)). Then there exists a unique pair
(σ, τ) ∈ Πφ×Πφ′,b such that σ⊠ τ is a representation of O(V •even)×O(V •odd) with a relevant pair (V •even, V •odd)
of companion spaces of (Veven, Vodd), and
Hom∆O(V •m)(σ ⊠ τ,C) 6= 0.
Moreover, ιc(σ) × ι(τ) satisfies that
ιc(σ) × ι(τ) = (χφ′ · dφ,b)× χφ.
Remark 5.4. Let V2n+1 = V2n⊕L be an orthogonal space of dimension 2n+1, and V2n be a non-degenerate
subspace of V2n+1 with codimension 1. The stabilizer of the line L in SO(V2n+1) is the subgroup:
S(O(V2n)×O(L)) = {(g1, g2) ∈ O(V2n)×O(L) | det(g1) = det(g2)},
which is isomorphic to O(V2n) by the first projection. Then the restriction problem of O(V2n) ⊂ O(V2n+1)
is equivalent to the one of S(O(V2n) × O(L)) ⊂ SO(V2n+1). Indeed, let τ be an irreducible representation
of SO(V2n+1), and τ
b be the extension of τ to O(V2n+1) satisfying τ
b(−1V2n+1) = b · id for b ∈ {±}. For
σ ∈ Irr(O(V2n)), define σb ∈ Irr(O(V2n)) by
σb(g) =
{
σ(g) if det(g) = 1,
b · ωσ(−1) · σ(g) if det(g) = −1.
Here, ωσ denotes the central character of σ, which is regarded as a character of {±1}. We regard σb as
an irreducible representation of S(O(V2n)× O(L)) by pulling back via the first projection. Then we have an
identification
HomO(V2n)(τ
b ⊗ σ,C) = HomS(O(V2n)×O(L))(τ ⊗ σb,C).
Using this equation, we see that a result of Prasad ([P3, Theorem 4]) follows from Conjecture 5.3 for m = 2.
In §5.4, we review another result of Prasad [P3] for a low rank case and check that it is compatible
with Conjecture 5.3. In §5.5, we will prove Conjecture 5.3 under assuming LLC for O(Vm) × O(Vm+1) and
Hypothesis 3.10.
5.4. Low rank cases. In [P3], D. Prasad extended a theorem on trilinear forms of three representations of
GL2(F ) ([P1, Theorem 1.4]). In this subsection, we check this theorem follows from Conjecture 5.3.
First, we recall a theorem on trilinear forms. Let D be the (unique) quaternion division algebra over F .
For an irreducible representation π of GL2(F ), let π
′ be the Jacquet–Langlands lift of π if π is an essentially
discrete series representation, and put π′ = 0 otherwise. Also, for a representation φ of WDF , if det(φ) = 1,
we write ε(φ) = ε(1/2, φ, ψ), which is independent of a non-trivial additive character ψ of F .
Theorem 5.5 ([P1, Theorem 1.4]). For i = 1, 2, 3, let πi be an irreducible infinite-dimensional representation
of GL2(F ) with central character ωπi . Assume that ωπ1ωπ2ωπ3 = 1. We denote the representation of WDF
corresponding to πi by φi. Then:
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• there exists a nonzero GL2(F )-invariant linear form on π1⊗π2⊗π3 if and only if ε(φ1⊗φ2⊗φ3) = 1;
• there exists a nonzero D×-invariant linear form on π′1⊗ π′2⊗ π′3 if and only if ε(φ1⊗φ2⊗φ3) = −1.
When πi is tempered for each i and ωπ1ωπ2 = ωπ3 = 1, this theorem is a special case of GP conjecture for
special orthogonal groups (Theorem 5.2). Recall that there exist two exact sequences
1 −−−−→ F× ∆1−−−−→ GL2(F )×GL2(F ) ρ1−−−−→ GSO(V4) −−−−→ 1,
1 −−−−→ F× ∆2−−−−→ D× ×D× ρ2−−−−→ GSO(V ′4) −−−−→ 1,
where
• V4 = M2(F ) which is regarded as an orthogonal space with
(
(
a1, b1
c1, d1
)
,
(
a2, b2
c2, d2
)
)V4 = tr(
(
a1, b1
c1, d1
)(
d2,−b2
−c2, a2
)
);
• V ′4 = D is regarded as an orthogonal space with
(x, y)V ′4 = τ(xy
∗),
where y 7→ y∗ is the main involution and τ(x) is the reduced trace of x;
• for an orthogonal space V2n with even dimension 2n, the similitude special orthogonal group GO(V2n)
is defined by
GO(V2n) = {g ∈ GL(V2n) | 〈gv1, gv2〉V2n = ν(g)〈v1, v2〉V2n , ν(g) ∈ F× for any v1, v2 ∈ V2n}
and GSO(V2n) is defined by
GSO(V2n) = {g ∈ GO(V2n) | det(g) = ν(g)n};
• ∆1 and ∆2 are the diagonal embeddings;
• ρ1 and ρ2 are given by
ρ1(g1, g2)x = g1xg
−1
2 , ρ2(g
′
1, g
′
2)x
′ = g′1x
′g′2
−1
for g1, g2 ∈ GL2(F ), x ∈ V4, g′1, g′2 ∈ D× and x′ ∈ V ′4 .
Hence if ωπ1ωπ2 = ωπ3 = 1, then π1⊗π2 (resp. π′1⊗π′2) is regarded as a representation σ˜ of GSO(V4) (resp. σ˜′
of GSO(V ′4 )). The restriction of σ˜ to SO(V4) (resp. σ˜
′ to SO(V ′4 )) decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible
representations, i.e.,
σ˜|SO(V4) = σ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σr (resp. σ˜′|SO(V ′4 ) = σ′1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σ′r′).
Let φσ = φ1 ⊗ φ2. Then we have φσ ∈ Φ(SO(V4))/ ∼ǫ, and the L-packet Π0φσ is given by
Π0φσ = {[σi] | i = 1, . . . , r} ∪ {[σ′i] | i = 1, . . . , r′}.
Here, if π′1 ⊗ π′2 = 0, we neglect {[σ′i]}.
On the other hand, if ωπ3 = 1, then π3 (resp. π
′
3) is regarded as a representation τ of SO(V3) (resp. τ
′ of
SO(V ′3 )), where V3 (resp. V
′
3 ) is the orthogonal space of dimension 3, discriminant −1, and such that SO(V3)
is split (resp. SO(V ′3) is not split). We identify V3 (resp. V
′
3) with the subspace of V4 (resp. V
′
4 ) consisting
of trace zero elements (resp. reduced trace zero elements). Let φτ = φ3 : WDF → SL2(C). Then we have
φτ ∈ Φ(SO(V3)), and the L-packet Π0φτ is given by
Π0φτ = {τ, τ ′}.
Here, if π′3 = 0, we neglect τ
′.
We embed GL2(F ) into GL2(F ) × GL2(F ) (resp. D× into D× × D×) as the diagonal subgroup. This
embedding induces the inclusion SO(V3) →֒ SO(V4) (resp. SO(V ′3 ) →֒ SO(V ′4)). Then we conclude that
• there exists a nonzero GL2(F )-invariant linear form on π1⊗π2⊗π3 if and only if HomSO(V3)(σi⊗τ,C) 6=
0 for some i = 1, . . . , r;
• there exists a nonzeroD×-invariant linear form on π′1⊗π′2⊗π′3 if and only if HomSO(V ′3 )(σ′i⊗τ ′,C) 6= 0
for some i = 1, . . . , r′;
• ε(φ1 ⊗ φ2 ⊗ φ3) = ε(φσ ⊗ φτ ) = χφτ (zφσ ) = χφσ(zφτ ).
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Hence Theorem 5.2 implies Theorem 5.5 for tempered π1, π2 and π3 when ωπ1ωπ2 = ωπ3 = 1.
Next, we recall [P3, Theorem 3], which is an extension of Theorem 5.5. This is the case when π1 = π2. Note
that π1⊗π1 = Sym2(π1)⊕∧2(π1). Also, for a representation φ1 ofWDF , we have φ1⊗φ1 = Sym2(φ1)⊕∧2(φ1).
Theorem 5.6 ([P3, Theorem 3]). Let π1 and π3 be irreducible admissible infinite-dimensional representations
of GL2(F ). Assume that ω
2
π1ωπ3 = 1. We denote the representation of WDF corresponding to πi by φi. Then:
• Sym2(π1)⊗ π3 has a GL2(F )-invariant linear form if and only if ε(Sym2(φ1) ⊗ φ3) = ωπ1(−1) and
ε(∧2(φ1)⊗ φ3) = ωπ1(−1);
• ∧2(π1) ⊗ π3 has a GL2(F )-invariant linear form if and only if ε(Sym2(φ1) ⊗ φ3) = −ωπ1(−1) and
ε(∧2(φ1)⊗ φ3) = −ωπ1(−1).
We check that GP conjecture (Conjecture 5.3) implies this theorem for tempered π1 and π3 such that
ω2π1 = 1 and ωπ3 = 1. Consider the group
(GL2(F )×GL2(F ))⋊ 〈c〉,
where c2 = 1 and c acts on GL2(F ) × GL2(F ) by the exchange of the two factors of GL2(F ). Then
ρ1 : GL2(F )×GL2(F )→ GSO(V4) gives a surjection
ρ1 : (GL2(F )×GL2(F ))⋊ 〈c〉 → GSO(V4)⋊ 〈c〉 ∼= GO(V4).
Here, we identify c as the element in O(V4) which acts on V3 by −1 and on the orthogonal complement
of V3 by +1. There are two extensions of the representation σ˜|SO(V4) = σ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σr of SO(V4) on
π1 ⊗ π1 = Sym2(π1) ⊕ ∧2(π1) to O(V4). We denote by σ˜±|O(V4) = σ±1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σ±r the extension such that
c acts on Sym2(π1) by ±1 and on ∧2(π1) by ∓1, respectively. On the other hand, the representation τ of
SO(V3) on π3 has two extensions τ
± to O(V3), which satisfies that τ
±(−1V3) = ±id. Since c centralizes the
diagonal subgroup GL2(F ) of GL2(F )×GL2(F ), we see that
• Sym2(π1)⊗ π3 has a GL2(F )-invariant linear form if and only if HomO(V3)(σ+i ⊗ τ+,C) 6= 0 for some
i = 1, . . . , r;
• ∧2(π1) ⊗ π3 has a GL2(F )-invariant linear form if and only if HomO(V3)(σ+i ⊗ τ−,C) 6= 0 for some
i = 1, . . . , r.
Since π1 is generic, σ
±
i is µ
b
a-generic for some a ∈ F× and b ∈ {±}. We claim that b = ±ωπ1(a). Fix a
nonzero ψ-Whittaker functional l : π1 → C and x ∈ π1 such that l(x) 6= 0. For each a ∈ F×, put
la = l ◦ π1(
(
a 0
0 1
)
), xa = π1(
(
a 0
0 1
)−1
)x.
We define a basis {v, ea, e′a, v′} of V4 = M2(F ) by
v =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, ea =
(
1 0
0 a
)
, e′a =
(
1 0
0 −a
)
, v =
(
0 0
−1 0
)
.
This basis makes V4 the orthogonal space associated to (1, a). Also we have
ρ1(
(
1 n1
0 1
)
,
(
1 n2
0 1
)
)(v, ea, e
′
a, v
′) = (v, ea, e
′
a, v
′)

1 n1a− n2 −n1a− n2 −n1n2
0 1 0 −n1+n2a
−1
2
0 0 1 −n1−n2a
−1
2
0 0 0 1
 .
Hence la ⊗ l−1 : π1 ⊗ π1 → C gives a µa-Whittaker functional l0 on σ˜±. Let v0 = xa ⊗ x−1 ∈ σ˜ = π1 ⊗ π1.
Note that V3 is the orthogonal complement of Fe1 in V4. Since we regard c as the nontrivial element in the
center of O(V3), it acts on v, e1, e
′
1, and v
′ by
cv = −v, ce1 = e1, ce′1 = −e′1, cv′ = −v′.
We define ǫa ∈ O(V4) so that ǫav = v, ǫaea = ea, ǫae′a = −e′a, and ǫav′ = v′. Then
ǫa = ρ1(
(−1 0
0 a
)
,
(−a 0
0 1
)
) · c.
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Therefore we have
b · l0(v0) = l0(ǫav0)
= (la ⊗ l−1) ◦ π1(
(−1 0
0 a
)
)⊗ π1(
(−a 0
0 1
)
) ◦ c(xa ⊗ x−1)
= ±ωπ1(a) · (la ⊗ l−1) ◦ π1(
(−a−1 0
0 1
)
)⊗ π1(
(−a 0
0 1
)
)(x−1 ⊗ xa)
= ±ωπ1(a) · (la ⊗ l−1)(xa ⊗ x−1)
= ±ωπ1(a) · l0(v0).
Hence b = ±ωπ1(a), as desired.
By Desideratum 3.9 (1) and (3), we have
ι1(σ
±
i )(s) = (±ωπ1(a))det(s) · ηφσ ,a(s)
for s ∈ Aφσ , In particular, if we denote the element in Aφσ corresponding to ∧2(φ1) = det(φ1) = ωπ1 by s0,
we have
ι1(σ
±
i )(s0) = ±1.
Also we have
(χφτ · dφσ ,±1)(s0) = ±ε(∧(φ1)⊗ φ3) · ωπ1(−1).
Hence by GP conjecture (Conjecture 5.3), we see that:
• HomO(V3)(σ+i ⊗ τ±,C) 6= 0 for some i = 1, . . . , r if and only if ±ε(∧(φ1)⊗ φ3) · ωπ1(−1) = +1.
This implies Theorem 5.6 for tempered π1 and π3 such that ω
2
π1 = ωπ3 = 1.
In fact, there is an analogous theorem ([P4, Theorem 6]) for the quaternion algebra case (in which case
the product of the two root numbers is −1). If one knew ι1(σ′i±) explicitly (as we have done for σ±i by using
Desideratum 3.9 (3)), one would show that this theorem follows from Conjecture 5.3. Conversely, by using
Prasad’s theorem [P4, Theorem 6] and Conjecture 5.3, we may conclude that
ι1(σ
′
i
±
)(s0) = ∓1.
5.5. Proof of Conjecture 5.3. In this subsection, we prove that Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4)
implies the Gross–Prasad conjecture (Conjecture 5.3). The second main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 5.7. Assume
• LLC for O(Vm)×O(Vm+1) (Desideratum 3.6 and the analogue of Desideratum 3.1 for SO(Vodd));
• Hypothesis 3.10 (which implies Prasad’s conjecture 4.4 by Theorem 4.6).
Then the Gross–Prasad conjecture (Conjecture 5.3) holds. In particular, it unconditionally holds for quasi-
split O(Vm)×O(Vm+1).
First, we consider the case when m = 2n is even. We need the following lemma for this case:
Lemma 5.8. Let σ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V •2n)) and τ0 ∈ Irr(SO(V •2n+1)). For b ∈ {±1}, we denote by τb the extension
of τ to O(V •2n+1) such that τ
b(−1V2n+1) = b · id. Assume that
HomSO(V •2n)(σ0 ⊗ τ0,C) 6= 0.
(1) There exists a unique irreducible constituent σb of Ind
O(V •2n)
SO(V •2n)
(σ0) such that
HomO(V •2n)(σ
b ⊗ τb,C) 6= 0.
(2) If σǫ0
∼= σ0, then the correspondence
{±1} ∋ b 7→ σb ∈ {irreducible constituents of IndO(V •2n)SO(V •2n)(σ0)}
is bijective.
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Proof. By the Frobenius reciprocity, we have
0 6= HomSO(V •2n)(σ0 ⊗ τ0,C) ∼= HomSO(V •2n)(τ0, σ∨0 )
∼= HomSO(V •2n)(τb|SO(V •2n), σ∨0 ) ∼= HomO(V •2n)(τb|O(V •2n), Ind
O(V •2n)
SO(V •2n)
(σ∨0 ))
∼= HomO(V •2n)(Ind
O(V •2n)
SO(V •2n)
(σ0)⊗ τb,C)
for any b ∈ {±1}. Hence if σǫ0 6∼= σ0, then IndO(V
•
2n)
SO(V •2n)
(σ0) is irreducible, so that the first assertion is trivial.
Next, suppose that σǫ0
∼= σ0. Then IndO(V
•
2n)
SO(V •2n)
(σ0) ∼= σ1 ⊕ σ2, where σ1, σ2 ∈ Irr(O(V •2n)) satisfy σ1 6∼= σ2
and σi|SO(V •2n) = σ0 for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let ǫ ∈ O(V •2n) be as in §2.1. It satisfies that det(ǫ) = −1 and ǫ2 = 1V2n .
Note that σ2(ǫ) = −σ1(ǫ). Fix a nonzero homomorphism f ∈ HomSO(V •2n)(σ0 ⊗ τ0,C), and put
fi = f ◦ (σi(ǫ)⊗ τb(ǫ)).
Then fi ∈ HomSO(V •2n)(σ0⊗τ0,C), and we have (fi)i = f and (f1)2 = −f . Since dimHomSO(V •2n)(σ0⊗τ0,C) =
1 by [W4], there exists ci ∈ {±1} such that fi = ci ·f and c1 6= c2. If ci = +1, then f ∈ HomO(V •2n)(σi⊗τb,C).
In this case, we have σb = σi. Also, if we replace b with −b, then ci must be replaced by −ci. Hence the
second assertion holds. 
Proof of Theorem 5.7. First, we consider the case when m = 2n is even. Let φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n)) and
(φ′, b) ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n+1)). Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 5.8 imply that there exists a unique (σ, τ) ∈ Πφ ×Πφ′,b
such that σ ⊠ τ is a representation of O(V •2n) × O(V •2n+1) with a relevant pair (V •2n, V •2n+1) of companion
spaces of (V2n, V2n+1), and
Hom∆O(V •2n)(σ ⊠ τ,C) 6= 0.
Moreover, we have ι(τ) = χφ.
We show that ιc(σ) = χφ′ ·dφ,b. If φ 6∈ Φǫ(O(V2n)), then Aφ = A+φ and so that dφ,b = 1. Hence the desired
equation follows from Theorem 5.2.
Now we assume that φ ∈ Φǫtemp(O(V2n)). Then σ 6∼= σ⊗ det. Since dφ,−1 is the non-trivial character of Aφ
which is trivial on A+φ , by Lemma 5.8 (2), it suffices to show that if
b = ε(
1
2
, τ, ψ) · e(V •2n+1)
and (σ, τ) ∈ Πφ×Πφ′,b satisfies that Hom∆O(V •2n)(σ⊠ τ,C) 6= 0, then ιc(σ) = χφ′ · dφ,b. Here, ε(s, τ, ψ) is the
standard ε-factor defined by the doubling method (see [LR, §10]) and
e(V •2n+1) =
{
1 if O(V •2n+1) is split,
− 1 otherwise.
Note that
e(V •2n+1) = ι(τ)(zφ′ ) = χφ(zφ′) = ε(φ⊗ φ′) · χV2n(−1)n
by Theorem 5.2.
To obtain the desired formula, we shall use the theta correspondence as in §4.2. Let W2n be a symplectic
space of dimension 2n. We consider the theta correspondence for (O(V •2n), Sp(W2n)) and (O(V
•
2n+1),Mp(W2n)).
Here, Mp(W2n) is the metaplectic group associated to W2n, i.e., the unique topological double cover of
Sp(W2n). Since ωτ (−1) = b = ε(1/2, τ, ψ)e(V •2n+1), by [GI1, Theorem 11.1], we have
ΘW2n,V •2n+1,ψ(τ) 6= 0,
so that ρ := θW2n,V •2n+1,ψ(τ) is an irreducible genuine representation of Mp(W2n). Let L be the orthogonal
complement of V •2n in V
•
2n+1. Note that disc(L) = −c. Considering the following see-saw
O(V •2n+1)
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
Sp(W2n)×Mp(W2n)
O(V •2n)×O(L)
❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
Mp(W2n)
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we see that
HomMp(W2n)(ΘW2n,V •2n,ψ(σ)⊗ ωψ−c , ρ) 6= 0.
In particular, π := ΘW2n,V •2n,ψ(σ) is nonzero. Since σ is tempered, by [GI1, Proposition C.4], π is irreducible,
so that π = θW2n,V •2n,ψ(σ). By Prasad’s conjecture (Conjecture 4.4), we have π ∈ Πφπ with φπ = (φ⊕1)⊗χV2n
and
ι′c(π)|Aφ = ιc(σ).
Here, we regard Aφ as a subgroup of Aφπ via the canonical injection Aφ →֒ Aφπ . On the other hand, by the
Gross–Prasad conjecture for the symplectic-metaplectic case, which has established by [At1, Theorem 1.3]
(using Theorems 5.2, 4.9 and results of [GS]) and [GGP, Proposition 18.1], we have
ι′c(π)(a
′) = ε(φa
′
π χc ⊗ φρ∨ ) · ε(φπχc ⊗ φρ∨)det(a
′) · det(φa′π )(−1)n
for a′ ∈ Aφπ . Here, φρ∨ is the L-parameter for ρ∨. It is given by φρ∨ = φ′ ⊗ χ−1χV2n+1 (see [At1, §3.6]).
Recall that ι′c(π) is a priori a character of A
+
φπ
, but by using the isomorphism A+φπ
∼= Aφπ/〈zφπ〉, we regard
ι′c(π) as a character of Aφπ which is trivial at zφπ . If a ∈ Aφ ⊂ Aφπ , then we have φaπ = φa ⊗ χV2n , so that
det(φaπ)(−1) = det(φa)(−1) · χV2n(−1)dim(φ
a).
Since det(a) = dim(φa) (mod 2) and χV2nχV2n+1χcχ−1 = 1, we have ε(φ
a
πχc ⊗ φρ∨ ) = ε(φa ⊗ φ′) and
ε(φπχc ⊗ φρ∨)det(a) =
(
ε(φ⊗ φ′) · ε(φ′))dim(φa).
Since χφ′(a) = ε(φ
a ⊗ φ′) · det(φa)(−1)n and ε(φ′) · ε(φ⊗ φ′) · χV2n(−1)n = ε(φ′) · e(V •2n+1) = b, we have
ιc(σ)(a) = ι
′
c(π)(a) = χφ′(a) · bdim(φ
a)
for a ∈ Aφ. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.7 when m = 2n.
Next, we consider the case when m = 2n− 1 is odd. The proof is similar to that of [GGP, Theorem 19.1].
Let φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n)) and (φ′, b) ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n−1)). Suppose that V •2n−1 ⊂ V •2n. Let L• = Fe0 be the
orthogonal complement to V •2n−1 in V
•
2n and e0 ∈ L• such that 〈e0, e0〉V •2n = 2c. Set
V •2n+1 = V
•
2n ⊕ (−L•) = V •2n ⊕ Ff0,
where 〈f0, f0〉V •2n+1 = −2c. Put v0 = e0 + f0 and X• = Fv0. Then we have
V •2n+1 = X
• ⊕ V •2n−1 ⊕ (X•)∗.
Let P = MPUP be the parabolic subgroup of O(V
•
2n+1) stabilizing the line X
•, where MP ∼= GL(X•) ×
O(V •2n−1) is the Levi subgroup of P stabilizing (X
•)∗. Choose a unitary character χ of F× ∼= GL(X•) which
satisfies the condition of [GGP, Theorem 15,1], and such that the induced representation
Ind
O(V •2n+1)
P (X•) (χ⊗ τ)
is irreducible for any τ ∈ Πφ′,b. Note that in [GGP], one consider the unnormalized induction, but in this
paper, we consider the normalized induction. Then by [GGP, Theorem 15,1], we have
HomO(V •2n)(Ind
O(V •2n+1)
P (X•) (χ⊗ τ) ⊗ σ,C) ∼= HomO(V •2n−1)(τ ⊗ σ,C).
Put φ′′ = χ⊕ φ′ ⊕ χ−1. Then
Πφ′′,χ(−1)b = {IndO(V
•
2n+1)
P (X•) (χ⊗ τ) | τ ∈ Πφ′}
and
ι(Ind
O(V •2n+1)
P (X•) (χ⊗ τ)) = ι(τ)
as a character of Aφ′′ = Aφ′ . Applying the even case above to φ ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n)) and (φ′′, χ(−1)b) ∈
Φtemp(O(V2n+1)), we see that there exists a unique pair (σ, τ) ∈ Πφ×Πφ′,b such that σ⊠τ is a representation
of O(V •2n)×O(V •2n−1) with a relevant pair (V •2n, V •2n−1) of companion spaces of (V2n, V2n−1), and
Hom∆O(V •2n−1)(σ ⊠ τ,C) 6= 0.
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Moreover, we have
ιc(σ)(a) = χφ′′(a) · (χ(−1)b)dim(φa),
ι(τ) = ι(Ind
O(V •2n+1)
P (X•) (χ⊗ τ)) = χφ.
By the definition, we have
χφ′′(a)
χφ′(a)
= ε(φa ⊗ (χ⊕ χ−1)) · det(φa)(−1) = det(φa ⊗ χ)(−1) · det(φa)(−1) = χ(−1)dim(φa).
Hence we have
ιc(σ)(a) = χφ′(a) · bdim(φa),
as desired. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.7 when m = 2n− 1. 
By Theorem 5.7, we have established the Gross–Prasad conjecture (Conjecture 5.3) under Prasad’s con-
jecture (Conjecture 4.4). As in [GGP], one may consider the general codimension case, and may prove this
for tempered L-parameters similarly. Also, one may consider the generic case, i.e., the L-parameters φ and
φ′ are generic. It would follow from a similar argument to [MW].
6. Arthur’s multiplicity formula for SO(V2n)
The final main theorem is the so-called Arthur’s multiplicity formula, which describes a spectral decom-
position of the discrete automorphic spectrum for O(V2n). In this section, we recall the local and global
A-parameters, and Arthur’s multiplicity formula for SO(V2n). Then we will establish an analogous formula
for O(V2n) in the next section.
6.1. Notation and measures. Let F be a number field, A be the ring of adeles of F. We denote by
Afin =
∏′
v<∞Fv and F∞ =
∏
v|∞ Fv the ring of finite adeles and infinite adeles, respectively. As in the
precious sections, we write V2n for an orthogonal space associated to (d, c) for some c, d ∈ F×. Let O(V2n)
(resp. SO(V2n)) be a quasi-split orthogonal (resp. special orthogonal) group over F. We denote by χV =
⊗vχV,v : A×/F× → C× the discriminant character.
For each v, we fix a maximal compact subgroup Kv of O(V2n)(Fv) such that Kv is special if v is non-
archimedean. Moreover, if O(V2n)(Fv) is unramified, we choose Kv as in §2.3, which is hyperspecial. Also,
we take ǫv ∈ Kv such that det(ǫv) = −1, ǫ2v = 1V2n and that ǫ = (ǫv)v ∈ O(V2n)(A) is in O(V2n)(F). Put
K0,v = Kv ∩ SO(V2n)(Fv). Note that ǫ−1v K0,vǫv = K0,v.
Let µ2 = {±1} be the group of order 2. We regard µ2 as an algebraic group over F. There exists an exact
sequence of algebraic group over F:
1 −−−−→ SO(V2n) −−−−→ O(V2n) det−−−−→ µ2 −−−−→ 1.
For t = (tv)v ∈ µ2(A), we define ǫt = (ǫt,v)v ∈ O(V2n)(A) by
ǫt,v =
{
1V2n if tv = 1,
ǫv if tv = −1.
We take the Haar measures dgv, dhv, and dtv on O(V2n)(Fv), SO(V2n)(Fv) and µ2(Fv), respectively, so
that
vol(Kv, dgv) = vol(K0,v, dhv) = vol(µ2(Fv), dtv) = 1.
Then they induce the Haar measures dg, dh and dt on O(V2n)(A), SO(V2n)(A) and µ2(A), respectively,
satisfying that ∫
O(V2n)(F)\O(V2n)(A)
f(g)dg =
∫
µ2(F)\µ2(A)
(∫
SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)
f(hǫt)dh
)
dt
for any smooth function f on O(V2n)(F)\O(V2n)(A).
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6.2. Local A-parameters. In this subsection, we fix a place v of F, and introduce local A-parameters for
O(V2n)(Fv) and SO(V2n)(Fv).
Let WFv be the Weil group and WDFv be the Weil–Deligne group of Fv, i.e.,
WDFv =
{
WFv × SL2(C) if v is non-archimedean,
WFv if v is archimedean.
A local A-parameter for SO(V2n)(Fv) is an admissible homomorphism
ψ : WDFv × SL2(C)→ L(SO(V2n)) = SO(2n,C)⋊WFv
such that ψ(WFv ) projects a relatively compact subset of SO(2n,C). We put
Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv)) = {SO(2n,C)-conjugacy classes of local A-parameters of SO(V2n)(Fv)}.
In §3.2, we have defined a map L(SO(V2n))→ O(2n,C). By composing with this map, ψ ∈ Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))
gives a representation
ψ : WDFv × SL2(C)→ O(2n,C).
We may regard ψ as an orthogonal representation ofWDFv×SL2(C). The map ψ 7→ ψ gives an identification
Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv)) = {ψ : WDFv × SL2(C)→ O(2n,C) | det(ψ) = χV,v}/(SO(2n,C)-conjugacy).
Namely, we regard Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv)) as the set of SO(M)-conjugacy classes of orthogonal representations
(ψ,M) of WDFv × SL2(C) with dim(M) = 2n and det(ψ) = χV,v. We say that ψ ∈ Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv)) is tem-
pered if ψ|SL2(C) = 1, i.e., ψ is a tempered representation of WDFv . We denote by Ψtemp(SO(V2n)(Fv)) the
subset of Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv)) consisting of the classes of tempered representation. Also we put Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ
to be the set of equivalence classes of orthogonal representations (ψ,M) ofWDFv×SL2(C) with dim(M) = 2n
and det(ψ) = χV,v. Then there exists a canonical surjection
Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))։ Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ
such that the order of each fiber is one or two. We also denote by Ψtemp(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ the image of
Ψtemp(SO(V2n)(Fv)).
On the other hand, we put
Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) = {O(2n,C)-conjugacy classes of local A-parameters of SO(V2n)(Fv)}.
We call an element in Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) an A-parameter of O(V2n)(Fv). Then we have a canonical identi-
fication Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) = Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ. Under this identification, we put Ψtemp(O(V2n)(Fv)) =
Ψtemp(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ.
Let ψ ∈ Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) = Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ be a local A-parameter. We put
Sψ = π0(Cent(Im(ψ),O2n(C))/{±12n}) and S+ψ = π0(Cent(Im(ψ), SO2n(C))/{±12n}).
6.3. Local A-packets. We denote by Irrunit(O(V2n))(Fv) be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
unitary representations of O(V2n)(Fv). By Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.4 in [Ar], there exist a finite set Πψ with
maps
Πψ → Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv))
and
ιc : Πψ → Ŝψ,
which satisfy certain character identities. Using the multiplicity function
m1 : Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv))→ Z≥0
which gives the order of the fibers in Πψ, we may regard Πψ as a multiset on Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv)). We call
Πψ the local A-packets for O(V2n)(Fv) associated to ψ. Note that m1(σ) = m1(σ ⊗ det) by [Ar, Theorem
2.2.4]. If ψ is tempered, Πψ coincides with the L-packet described in §3.4. In particular, if ψ is tempered,
then Πψ is multiplicity-free.
We denote by Π0ψ the image of Πψ under the canonical map
Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv))→ Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼det→ Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ .
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Namely, Π0ψ is a multiset on Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ with the multiplicity function
m0 : Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ→ Z≥0
such that
m0([σ]) = m1(σ) = m1(σ ⊗ det),
where [σ] ∈ Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ is the image of σ ∈ Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv)). We call Π0ψ the local A-packets
for SO(V2n)(Fv) associated to ψ. Moreover there exist a map
ιc : Π
0
ψ → Ŝ+ψ
which satisfies certain character identities and such that the diagram
Πψ
ιc−−−−→ Ŝψy y
Π0ψ
ιc−−−−→ Ŝ+ψ
is commutative.
Recall that the local A-packets Πψ and Π
0
ψ are multisets. However, it is expected that the A-packets are
sets.
Conjecture 6.1. Let ψ ∈ Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) = Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ be a local A-parameter, and Πψ and Π0ψ
be the local A-packets. Then for σ ∈ Irrunit(O(V2n)) and [σ] ∈ Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ, we have
m1(σ) ≤ 1 and m0([σ]) ≤ 1.
In other words, Πψ and Π
0
ψ are subsets of Irrunit(O(V2n)) and Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ, respectively.
Proposition 6.2. Conjecture 6.1 for ψ holds for the following cases:
• when ψ = φ is tempered A-parameter;
• when Fv is non-archimedean.
Proof. For a tempered A-parameter ψ = φ, the local A-packet Πψ coincides with the local L-packet Πφ,
which are (multiplicity-free) sets. When Fv is non-archimedean, Conjecture 6.1 is proven by Mœglin [M2].
See also Xu’s paper [X, Theorem 8.10]. 
Remark 6.3. By Proposition 6.2, only when Fv is archimedean and ψ is non-tempered, Conjecture 6.1 for
ψ is not verified. However, it is known by [AMR] that a part of local A-packets (in the archimedean case)
coincides with Adams–Johnson A-packets, which are (multiplicity-free) sets.
Let ψ ∈ Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) = Ψ(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ. Then ψ gives a local L-parameter φψ defined by
φψ(w) = ψ(w,
(
|w| 12
Fv
0
0 |w|− 12
Fv
)
)
for w ∈ WDFv . Here, |w|Fv is the extension to WDFv of the absolute value on WFv , which is trivial on
SL2(C). We put
Sφψ = π0(Cent(Im(φψ),O2n(C))/{±12n}) and S+φψ = π0(Cent(Im(φψ), SO2n(C))/{±12n}).
Then we have L-packets
Πφψ ⊂ Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv)) and Π0φψ ⊂ Irrunit(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ
and bijections
ιc : Πφψ → Ŝφψ and ιc : Π0φψ → Ŝ+φψ .
Moreover we have a canonical surjection
Sψ ։ Sφψ and S+ψ ։ S+φψ .
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Proposition 7.4.1 in [Ar] says that Π0φψ is contained in Π
0
ψ and the diagram
Π0φψ −−−−→ Π0ψ
ιc
y yιc
Ŝ+φψ −−−−→ Ŝ+ψ
is commutative. We prove an analogue of this statement.
Proposition 6.4. Assume Conjecture 6.1. Let ψ ∈ Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)). We denote by φψ the L-parameter given
by ψ. Let Πψ be the local A-packet of ψ, which is a multiset of Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv)), and Πφψ be the local
L-packet of φψ, which is a subset of Irrunit(O(V2n)(Fv)). Then Πφψ is contained in Πψ and the diagram
Πφψ −−−−→ Πψ
ιc
y yιc
Ŝφψ −−−−→ Ŝψ
is commutative.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the result for Π0φψ and Π
0
ψ . We write ι
L
c = ιc : Πφψ → Ŝφψ for the left
arrow in the diagram, and ιAc = ιc : Πψ → Ŝψ for the right arrow in the diagram. Let a ∈ Sψ and s ∈ O2n(C)
be a (suitable) semi-simple representative of a. We denote by ψa the (−1)-eigenspace of s in ψ, which is
a representation of WDFv × SL2(C). For the last assertion, we may assume that d = dim(ψa) is odd. Put
ψ′ = ψ ⊕ ψa ⊕ (ψa)∨. Then we have
φψ′ = φψ ⊕ φaψ ⊕ (φaψ)∨.
Take σ ∈ Πφψ . Let τ be an irreducible representation of GLd(Fv) corresponding to φaψ. We denote the
normalized intertwining operator of Ind
O(V2n+2d)(Fv)
P (τ ⊠ σ) by Rc(w, τ ⊠ σ), where P = MN be a suitable
parabolic subgroup of O(V2n+2d)(Fv) with the Levi factor M ∼= GLd(Fv) × O(V2n)(Fv), and w is a suitable
representative of an element in the relative Weyl group W (M) of M . Let σ′ be an irreducible constituent
of Ind
O(V2n+2d)(Fv)
P (τ ⊠ σ). Then σ
′ ∈ Πφψ′ ⊂ Πψ′ . Regarding σ′ as an element in Πφψ′ , by Theorems 2.2.4
and 2.4.4 in [Ar] together with Conjecture 6.1, Rc(w, σ ⊠ τ) induces a scalar operator on σ
′ with eigenvalue
ιLc (σ
′)(a). On the other hand, regarding σ′ as an element in Πψ′ , by the same theorems and conjecture,
Rc(w, σ ⊠ τ) induces a scalar operator on σ
′ with eigenvalue ιAc (σ
′)(a). Hence
ιLc (σ
′)(a) = ιAc (σ
′)(a).
Since ιLc (σ
′)(a) = ιLc (σ)(a) and ι
A
c (σ
′)(a) = ιAc (σ)(a), we have
ιLc (σ)(a) = ι
A
c (σ)(a),
as desired. 
We remark on unramified representations. Suppose that O(V2n)(Fv) is unramified, which is equivalent that
v is non-archimedean and c, d ∈ o×v , where ov is the ring of integers of Fv. We say that ψ ∈ Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv))
is unramified if ψ|WDFv is trivial on IFv × SL2(C), where IFv is the inertia subgroup of WFv .
Corollary 6.5. If ψ ∈ Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) is unramified, then Πψ has a unique unramified representation σ. It
satisfies ιc(σ) = 1.
Proof. The uniqueness follows from [M1, p. 18 Proposition] and Lemma 2.4. The unique unramified rep-
resentation σ ∈ Πψ belongs to the subset Πφψ . By Proposition 6.4 and Desideratum 3.9 (4), we have
ιc(σ) = 1. 
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6.4. Hypothetical Langlands group and its substitute. We denote the set of irreducible unitary cus-
pidal automorphic representations of GLm(A) by Acusp(GLm). Let LF be the hypothetical Langlands group
of F. It is expected that there exists a canonical bijection
Acusp(GLm)←→ {m-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of LF}.
We want to use LF as a global analogue of Weil–Deligne group WDFv . Namely, for a connected reductive
group G, we want to define a global A-parameters of G by an admissible homomorphism
ψ : LF × SL2(C)→ LG.
In this paper, we do not assume the existence of LF. So we have to modify the definition of global
A-parameters. For the definition of global A-parameters, we use elements in Acusp(GLm) instead of m-
dimensional irreducible unitary representations of LF. For this reason, we will define not Ψ2(SO(V2n)) but
only Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ as well as Ψ2(O(V2n)) in the next subsection.
6.5. Global A-parameters and localization. Let V2n be an orthogonal space associated to (d, c) for some
c, d ∈ F×. We denote by χV : A×/F× → C× the discriminant character of V2n. A discrete global A-parameter
for SO(V2n) and O(V2n) is a symbol
Σ = Σ1[d1]⊞ · · ·⊞ Σl[dl],
where
• 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n is an integer;
• Σi ∈ Acusp(GLmi);
• di is a positive integer such that
∑l
i=1midi = 2n;
• if di is odd, then L(s,Σi, Sym2) has a pole at s = 1;
• if di is even, then L(s,Σi,∧2) has a pole at s = 1;
• if we denote the central character of Σi by ωi, then ωd11 · · ·ωdll = χV ;
• if i 6= j and Σi ∼= Σj , then di 6= dj .
Two global A-parameters Σ = Σ1[d1] ⊞ · · · ⊞ Σl[dl] and Σ′ = Σ′1[d′1] ⊞ · · · ⊞ Σ′l′ [d′l′ ] are said equivalent if
l = l′ and there exists a permutation σ ∈ Sl such that d′i = dσ(i) and Σ′i ∼= Σσ(i) for each i. We denote by
Ψ2(O(V2n)) = Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ the set of equivalence classes of discrete global A-parameters for SO(V2n)
and O(V2n). Let Ψ
ǫ
2(O(V2n)) be the subset of Ψ2(O(V2n)) consisting of Σ = ⊞
l
i=1Σi[di] as above such that
midi is odd for some i. Also, we put
Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)) = {Σ = Σ1[d1]⊞ · · ·⊞ Σl[dl] ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)) | di = 1 for any i},
and Ψǫ2,temp(O(V2n)) = Ψ2,temp(O(V2n))∩Ψǫ2(O(V2n)). We define Ψǫ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ and Ψ2,temp(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ
similarly.
Let Σ = Σ1[d1] ⊞ · · · ⊞ Σl[dl] ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)). For each place of v of F, we denote the mi-dimensional
representation of WDFv corresponding to Σi,v ∈ Irr(GLmi(Fv)) by φi,v . Because of the lack of the gener-
alized Ramanujan conjecture, φi,v is not necessarily a tempered representation. We define a representation
Σv : WDFv × SL2(C)→ GL2n(C) by
Σv = (φ1,v ⊠ Sd1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (φl,v ⊠ Sdl),
where Sd is the unique irreducible algebraic representation of SL2(C) of dimension d. We call Σv the local-
ization of Σ at v. By [Ar, Proposition 1.4.2], the representation Σv factors through O2n(C) →֒ GL2n(C). In
particular, if Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)), then Σv ∈ Φ(O(V2n)(Fv)).
Let Σ = Σ1[d1] ⊞ · · · ⊞ Σl[dl] ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)) be a global A-parameter with Σi ∈ Acusp(GLmi), and
Σv = (φ1,v ⊠ Sd1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (φl,v ⊠ Sdl) be the localization at v. We also write Σi,v = φi,v ⊗ Sdi. We put
AΣ =
l⊕
i=1
(Z/2Z)aΣi[di]
∼= (Z/2Z)l.
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Namely, AΣ is a free (Z/2Z)-module of rank l and {aΣ1[d1], . . . , aΣl[dl]} is a basis of AΣ with aΣi[di] associated
to Σi[di]. We define A
+
Σ by the kernel of the map AΣ ∋ aΣi[di] 7→ (−1)midi ∈ {±1}. Also, we put
zΣ =
l∑
i=1
midi · aΣi[di] ∈ A+Σ ⊂ AΣ.
We define the global component groups SΣ and S+Σ by
SΣ = AΣ/〈zφ〉 and S+Σ = A+Σ/〈zφ〉.
On the other hand, as in §6.2, we put
SΣv = π0(Cent(Im(Σv),O2n(C))/{±12n}) and S+Σv = π0(Cent(Im(Σv), SO2n(C))/{±12n}).
Then we have a map
SΣ → SΣv , aΣi[di] 7→ −1Σi,v
for each place v, where −1Σi,v is the image of the element in Cent(Im(Σv),O2n(C)) which acts on Σi,v by
−id and acts on Σj,v trivially for any j 6= i. Hence we obtain the diagonal maps
∆: SΣ →
∏
v
SΣv and ∆: S+Σ →
∏
v
S+Σv .
Let Σ ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)) be a global A-parameter and ψ = Σv be the localization at v. We emphasize that ψ
does not necessarily belong to Ψ(O(V2n)(Fv)) defined in §6.2. We can decompose
ψ = ψ1| · |s1Fv ⊕ · · · ⊕ ψr| · |srFv ⊕ ψ0 ⊕ ψ∨r | · |−srFv ⊕ · · · ⊕ ψ∨1 | · |−s1Fv ,
where
• ψi is an irreducible representation of WDFv × SL2(C) of dimension di such that ψi(WFv ) is bounded;
• ψ0 ∈ Ψ(O(V2n0)(Fv));
• d1 + · · ·+ dr + n0 = n and s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sr > 0.
We define a representation φψi of WDFv by
φψi(w) = ψi(w,
(
|w| 12
Fv
0
0 |w|− 12
Fv
)
),
and we denote by τψi the irreducible representation of GLdi(Fv) corresponding to φψi . Let Πψ0 be the local
A-packet associated to ψ0, which is a multiset of Irrunit(O(V2n0)(Fv)). For σ0 ∈ Πψ0 , we put
I(σ0) = Ind
O(V2n)(Fv)
P (Fv)
(τψ1 | · |s1Fv ⊗ · · · ⊗ τψr | · |srFv ⊗ σ0),
where P is a parabolic subgroup of O(V2n) with Levi subgroup MP = GLd1 × · · · × GLdr × O(V2n0). Note
that I(σ0) depends on not only σ0 but also ψ.
To establish the global main result (Theorem 7.1 below), we need the following conjecture (see [Ar,
Conjecture 8.3.1]).
Conjecture 6.6. Let Σ ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)) be a global A-parameter. We decompose Σv as above, so that ψ0 ∈
Ψ(O(V2n0)(Fv)). Then the induced representation I(σ0) is irreducible for σ0 ∈ Πψ0 . Moreover, if I(σ0) ∼=
I(σ′0) for σ0, σ
′
0 ∈ Πψ0 , then σ0 ∼= σ′0.
For tempered A-parameters, the irreducibility and the disjointness follows from a result of Heiermann [H].
Proposition 6.7. Conjecture 6.6 holds for the following cases:
• when Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(O(V2n));
• when Fv is non-archimedean.
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Proof. The second case is [M3, Proposition 5.1]. So we shall prove the first case.
Let Σ be an element in Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)), φ = Σv be the localization of Σ at v, and φ0 = ψ0 be as above.
Note that φ ∈ Φ(O(V2n)(Fv)). Then the L-packet Πφ is equal to the set of the Langlands quotients of the
standard module I(σ0), where σ0 runs over Πφ0 . Heiermann’s result [H] (together with the Clifford theory)
asserts that if φ ∈ Φgen(O(V2n)(Fv)), then I(σ0) is irreducible for any σ0 ∈ Πφ0 . Namely, to show the
irreducibility of I(σ0), it suffices to prove that L(s, φ,Ad) is regular at s = 1.
We decompose
φ = φ1| · |s1Fv ⊕ · · · ⊕ φr| · |srFv ⊕ φ0 ⊕ φ∨r | · |−srFv ⊕ · · · ⊕ φ∨1 | · |−s1Fv ,
where
• φi is an irreducible tempered representation of WDFv of dimension di;
• φ0 ∈ Φtemp(O(V2n0 )(Fv));
• d1 + · · ·+ dr + n0 = n and s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sr > 0.
Then L(s, φ,Ad) is equal to
L(s, φ0,Ad)
(
r∏
i=1
L(s, φi,AdGL)L(s+ si, φ0 ⊗ φi)L(s− si, φ0 ⊗ φ∨i )L(s+ 2si, φi,∧2)L(s− 2si, φ∨i ,∧2)
)
×
 ∏
1≤i<j≤r
L(s+ si + sj , φi ⊗ φj)L(s+ si − sj , φi ⊗ φ∨j )L(s− si + sj , φ∨i ⊗ φj)L(s− si − sj, φ∨i ⊗ φ∨j )
 ,
where AdGL is the adjoint representation of GLm(C) on Lie(GLm(C)) for a suitable m.
Since φ corresponds to an irreducible representation of GL2n(Fv), which is a local constituent of Σ =
⊞
l
i=1Σi, we have |si| < 1/2 for any i. See e.g., [JS, (2.5) Corollary] and [RS, Appendix]. Note that for
tempered representations, all L-functions appeared in the above equation are regular for Re(s) > 0. Hence
we conclude that L(s, φ,Ad) is regular at s = 1.
Since I(σ0) is a standard module, the last assertion of Conjecture 6.6 follows from the Langlands classifi-
cation. 
Go back to the general situation. Let Σ ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)) be a global A-parameter, and ψ = Σv, ψ0 and
I(σ0) for σ0 ∈ Πψ0 be as above. We define the local A-packet Πψ associated to ψ = Σv, which is a multiset
on Irr(O(V2n)(Fv)), by
Πψ =
⊔
σ0∈Πψ0
{σ | σ is an irreducible constituent of I(σ0)}.
Namely, Πψ is the disjoint union of the multisets of the Jordan–Ho¨lder series of I(σ0). Similarly, we can
define the local A-packet Π0ψ associated to ψ = Σv, which is a multiset on Irr(SO(V2n)(Fv))/ ∼ǫ. Since
Sψ = Sψ0 and S+ψ = S+ψ0 , we can define maps
ιc : Πψ → Ŝψ and ιc : Π0ψ → Ŝψ
+
by
ιc(σ) := ιc(σ0) and ιc([σ]) := ιc([σ0])
if σ is an irreducible constituent of I(σ0).
6.6. Global A-packets. Let H(O(V2n)) = ⊗′vH(O(V2n)(Fv)) (resp. H(SO(V2n)) = ⊗′vH(SO(V2n)(Fv))) be
the global Hecke algebra on O(V2n)(A) (resp. SO(V2n)(A)) with respect to the maximal compact subgroup
K =
∏
vKv (resp. K0 =
∏
vK0,v) fixed in §6.1. Namely, H(O(V2n)(Fv)) (resp. H(SO(V2n)(Fv))) is the
algebra of smooth, left and right Kv-finite (resp. K0,v-finite) functions of compact support on O(V2n)(Fv)
(resp. SO(V2n)(Fv)). We denote by Hǫ(SO(V2n)(Fv)) the subspace of functions in H(SO(V2n)(Fv)) which are
invariant under ǫv. We put Hǫ(SO(V2n)) = ⊗′vHǫ(SO(V2n)(Fv)). We say that two admissible representations
of SO(V2n)(A) of the form
σ0 = ⊗′vσ0,v and σ′0 = ⊗′vσ′0,v
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are ǫ-equivalent if σ0,v ∼ǫv σ′0,v for each v. The ǫ-equivalence class of σ0 is denoted by [σ0] = ⊗′v[σ0,v]. For
f ∈ Hǫ(SO(V2n)) and any σ0 as above, the operator σ0(f) depends only on the class [σ0].
Let Σ ∈ Ψ2(O(V2n)) be a global A-parameter. We attach a global A-packets
ΠΣ = {σ = ⊗′vσv | σv ∈ ΠΣv , ιc(σv) = 1 for almost all v}
of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of O(V2n)(A), and a global A-packets
Π0Σ = {[σ0] = [⊗′vσ0,v] | [σ0,v] ∈ Π0Σv , ιc([σ0,v]) = 1 for almost all v}
of ǫ-equivalence classes of irreducible representations of SO(V2n)(A). Note that an element σ ∈ ΠΣ and a
representative σ0 of [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ are not necessarily unitary. For σ ∈ ΠΣ and [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ, the operators σ(f)
and σ0(f0) are well-defined for f ∈ H(O(V2n)) and f0 ∈ Hǫ(SO(V2n)), respectively.
For σ = ⊗′vσv ∈ ΠΣ and [σ0] = [⊗′vσ0,v] ∈ Π0Σ, we define characters ιc(σ) of
∏
v SΣv and ιc([σ0]) of
∏
v S+Σv
by
ιc(σ) =
∏
v
ιc(σv) and ιc([σ0]) =
∏
v
ιc([σ0,v]),
respectively.
6.7. Arthur’s multiplicity formula for SO(V2n). We say that a function ϕ : O(V2n)(A) → C is an auto-
morphic form on O(V2n)(A) if ϕ satisfies the following conditions:
• ϕ is left O(V2n)(F)-invariant;
• ϕ is smooth and moderate growth;
• ϕ is right K-finite, where K =∏vKv is the maximal compact subgroup of O(V2n)(A) fixed in §6.1;
• ϕ is z-finite, where z is the center of the universal enveloping algebra of Lie(O(V2n)(F∞))⊗R C.
We define automorphic forms on SO(V2n)(A) similarly. More precisely, see [BJ, §4.2]. Let A(O(V2n)) be the
space of automorphic forms on O(V2n)(A). We denote by A2(O(V2n)) the subspace of A(O(V2n)) consisting
of square-integrable automorphic forms on O(V2n)(A). Similarly, we define A(SO(V2n)) and A2(SO(V2n)).
We call A2(O(V2n)) (resp. A2(SO(V2n))) the automorphic discrete spectrum of O(V2n) (resp. SO(V2n)).
The Hecke algebra H(O(V2n)) (resp. H(SO(V2n))) acts on A(O(V2n)) (resp. A(SO(V2n))) by
(f · ϕ)(g) =
∫
O(V2n)(A)
ϕ(gx)f(x)dx
(resp. (f0 · ϕ0)(g0) =
∫
SO(V2n)(A)
ϕ0(g0x0)f0(x0)dx0)
for f ∈ H(O(V2n)) and ϕ ∈ A(O(V2n)) (resp. f0 ∈ H(SO(V2n)) and ϕ0 ∈ A(SO(V2n))). This action preserves
A2(O(V2n)) (resp. A2(SO(V2n))).
Arthur’s multiplicity formula for SO(V2n) is formulated as follows:
Theorem 6.8 (Arthur’s multiplicity formula ([Ar, Theorem 1.5.2])). Let V2n be be the orthogonal space over
a number field F associated to (d, c) for some c, d ∈ F×. Then for each Σ ∈ Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ, there exists a
character
εΣ : SΣ → {±1}
defined explicitly in terms of symplectic ε-factors such that
A2(SO(V2n)) ∼=
⊕
Σ∈Ψ2(SO(V2n))/∼ǫ
mΣ
⊕
[σ0]∈Π0Σ(εΣ)
[σ0]
as Hǫ(SO(V2n))-modules. Here for Σ = ⊞li=1Σi[di] ∈ Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ with Σi ∈ Acusp(GLmi), we put
mΣ =
{
1 if Σ ∈ Ψǫ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ, i.e., midi is odd for some i,
2 otherwise,
and we put
Π0Σ(εΣ) = {[σ0] ∈ Π0Σ | ιc([σ0]) ◦∆ = εΣ|S+Σ }.
Moreover, if Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(SO(V2n)), then εΣ is the trivial representation of SΣ.
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For the definition of εΣ, see the remark after [Ar, Theorem 1.5.2].
Remark 6.9. In fact, Arthur described a spectral decomposition of L2disc(SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)). How-
ever it is well understood (by Harish-Chadra, Langlands etc) that A2(SO(V2n)) is a dense subspace of
L2disc(SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)). So we shall work with A2(SO(V2n)) in this paper.
Remark 6.10. Ta¨ıbi [Ta] prove the multiplicity formula for SO(V2n) when SO(V2n)(F∞) is compact and
SO(V2n)(Fv) is quasi-split at all finite places v of F.
6.8. Arthur’s multiplicity formula for SO(V2n)(A) ·O(V2n)(F). Theorem 6.8 follows from a more precise
result. In this subsection, we recall this result.
Let ǫ ∈ O(V2n)(F) be as in §6.1. We may consider H(SO(V2n))⋊ 〈ǫ〉, where ǫ acts on H(SO(V2n)) by
(ǫfǫ−1)(x) := f(ǫ−1xǫ)
for f ∈ H(SO(V2n)). We say that (σ,Vσ) is an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module if
• (σ,Vσ) is an H(SO(V2n))-module;
• there is an automorphism σ(ǫ) on Vσ such that σ(ǫ)2 = 1Vσ ;
• σ(ǫfǫ−1) ◦ σ(ǫ) = σ(ǫ) ◦ σ(f) for any f ∈ H(SO(V2n)).
We define an action of ǫ on A2(SO(V2n)) by
(ǫ · ϕ)(h0) = ϕ(ǫ−1h0ǫ).
It makes A2(SO(V2n)) an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module.
For an H(SO(V2n))-module (σ,Vσ), we define an H(SO(V2n))-module (σǫ,Vσǫ) by Vσ = Vσǫ and
σǫ(f)v = σ(ǫ−1fǫ)v
for f ∈ H(SO(V2n)) and v ∈ Vσ.
Lemma 6.11. If V0 ⊂ A2(SO(V2n)) is an irreducible H(SO(V2n))-summand isomorphic to σ, then the
subspace
Vǫ0 = {ǫ · ϕ | ϕ ∈ V0}
is an irreducible H(SO(V2n))-summand isomorphic to σǫ.
Proof. Obvious. 
Now, we recall a result of Arthur [Ar] which states a decomposition of A2(SO(V2n)) as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-
module by using global A-parameters. Let Σ = ⊞li=1Σi[di] ∈ Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ and [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ. We take
a representative σ0 which occurs in A2(SO(V2n)), and we denote by V0 a subspace of A2(SO(V2n)) which
realizes σ0. We distinguish 3 cases as follows:
(A) Suppose that Σ ∈ Ψǫ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ. In this case, we have mΣ = 1. Hence V0 is stable under
the action of ǫ, and so that σǫ0
∼= σ0. The space V0 realizes a distinguished extension of σ0 to an
(H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module.
(B) Suppose that Σ 6∈ Ψǫ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ and σǫ0 6∼= σ0. In this case, mΣ = 2 and Vǫ0 6∼= V0. This shows
that both σ0 and σ
ǫ
0 occur in A2(SO(V2n)). This explains why mΣ = 2.
(C) Suppose that Σ 6∈ Ψǫ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ and σǫ0 ∼= σ0. Then there are exactly two extensions σ1 and σ2
of σ0 to (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-modules. Moreover, [Ar, Theorem 4.2.2 (a)] implies that both σ1 and σ2
occur in A2(SO(V2n)). This explains why mΣ = 2.
In the case (A), there are exactly two extensions σ1 and σ2 of σ0 to (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-modules. The above
argument shows that exactly one of σ1 or σ2 occurs in A2(SO(V2n)). The following theorem determines which
extension occurs.
Theorem 6.12 ([Ar, Theorem 4.2.2]). Let Σ ∈ Ψǫ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ and [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ. Assume that an
H(SO(V2n))-module σ0 = ⊗′vσ0,v occurs in A2(SO(V2n)), so that ιc([σ0]) ◦ ∆ = εΣ|S+Σ by Arthur’s mul-
tiplicity formula. For each place v of F, take an extension σv of σ0,v to an (H(SO(V2n)(Fv)), ǫv)-module such
that ιc(σv) = 1 for almost all v. Put σ = ⊗′vσv. Let ιc(σ) be the character of
∏
v SΣv defined by
ιc(σ) =
∏
v
ιc(σv).
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Then as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module, σ occurs in A2(SO(V2n)) if and only if ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ.
7. Arthur’s multiplicity formula for O(V2n)
In this section, we prove Arthur’s multiplicity formula for O(V2n), which is the third main theorem in this
paper.
7.1. Statements. The global main theorem is Arthur’s multiplicity formula for O(V2n), which is formulated
as follows:
Theorem 7.1 (Arthur’s multiplicity formula for O(V2n)). Assume Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6. Let Σ ∈
Ψ2(O(V2n)) and
εΣ : SΣ → {±1}
be the character of SΣ as in Theorem 6.8, which is trivial if Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)). Then we have a decom-
position
A2(O(V2n)) ∼=
⊕
Σ∈Ψ2(O(V2n))
⊕
σ∈ΠΣ(εΣ)
σ
as H(O(V2n))-modules. Here we put
ΠΣ(εΣ) = {σ ∈ ΠΣ | ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ}.
Also, we will show the following:
Proposition 7.2. Assume Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6. Then for an irreducible H(O(V2n))-module σ, we have
dimCHomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n))) ≤ 1.
In other words, A2(O(V2n)) is multiplicity-free as an H(O(V2n))-module.
Remark 7.3. The arguments in the proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.2 work when we restrict to
Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)). In this case, Proposition 6.7, which shows Conjecture 6.6 for Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)),
also implies that the local A-packet ΠΣv associated to the localization Σv becomes a local L-packet, which
is multiplicity-free, i.e., which satisfies Conjecture 6.1. Hence without assuming any conjectures, Theorem
7.1 and Proposition 7.2 hold for Σ ∈ Ψ2,temp(O(V2n)). In particular, the tempered part of the automorphic
discrete spectrum of O(V2n)
A2,temp(O(V2n)) :=
⊕
Σ∈Ψ2,temp(O(V2n))
⊕
σ∈ΠΣ(εΣ)
σ
is multiplicity-free as an H(O(V2n))-module unconditionally.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.2.
7.2. Restriction of automorphic forms. Now we compare A2(O(V2n)) with A2(SO(V2n)). To do this,
we consider the restriction map
Res: A(O(V2n))→ A(SO(V2n)), ϕ 7→ ϕ|SO(V2n)(A).
Lemma 7.4. We have Res(A2(O(V2n))) ⊂ A2(SO(V2n)).
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ A2(O(V2n)). Then∫
O(V2n)(F)\O(V2n)(A)
|ϕ(g)|2dg =
∫
µ2(F)\µ2(A)
(∫
SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)
|ϕ(hǫt)|2dh
)
dt
is finite. By Fubini’s theorem, we see that for almost everywhere t ∈ µ2(F)\µ2(A), the function h 7→ |ϕ(hǫt)|2
is integrable on SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A).
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Since ϕ(g) is right K-finite, there exists a finite set S of finite places of F containing all infinite places of
F such that ϕ is right ǫt-invariant for any t ∈
∏
v 6∈S µ2(Fv). Since µ2(F∞) is finite, we see that
∏
v 6∈S µ2(Fv)
is open in µ2(A) (not only in µ2(Afin)). This implies that∫
SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)
|ϕ(hǫt)|2dh <∞
for some (hence any) t ∈∏v 6∈S µ2(Fv). In particular, Res(ϕ) is square-integrable. 
Proposition 7.5. We have Res(A2(O(V2n))) = A2(SO(V2n)).
Proof. Let ϕ0 ∈ A2(SO(V2n)). Since ϕ0 is K0-finite, there exists a compact open subgroup K1 of K0 ∩
SO(V2n)(Afin) such that ϕ0 is right K1-invariant. We may assume that K1 is of the form K1 =
∏
v<∞K1,v
for some compact open subgroup K1,v of K0,v such that ǫ
−1
v K1,vǫv = K1,v for any v <∞. Moreover, we can
find a finite set S of places of F containing all infinite places of F such that K1,v = K0,v for any v 6∈ S. We
fix a complete system B of representative of
µ2(F)\
(∏
v∈S
µ2(Fv)
)
.
We may assume that B contains the identity element 1 ∈∏v∈S µ2(Fv).
We regard ϕ0 as a function on O(V2n)(F) · SO(V2n)(A), which is left O(V2n)(F)-invariant. For t ∈ µ2(A),
we define a function ϕt : O(V2n)(F) · SO(V2n)(A)→ C by
ϕt(h) =
{
ϕ0(h) if (tv)v∈S ∈ B,
ϕ0(hǫ) if (tv)v∈S 6∈ B
for h ∈ O(V2n)(F) · SO(V2n)(A). Then we see that
ϕta(h) = ϕt(h), ϕ−t(h) = ϕt(hǫ)
for t ∈ µ2(A) and a ∈
∏
v 6∈S µ2(Fv) since ǫ
2 = 1V2n . Moreover, ϕt is right K1-invariant for any t ∈ µ2(A).
Now we define a function ϕ : O(V2n)(A)→ C by
ϕ(g) = ϕdet(g)(gǫ
−1
det(g))
for g ∈ O(V2n)(A). Then we have Res(ϕ) = ϕ0. We show that ϕ ∈ A2(O(V2n)).
Let γ ∈ O(V2n)(F). If det(γ) = 1, we have
ϕ(γg) = ϕdet(g)(γgǫ
−1
det(g)) = ϕdet(g)(gǫ
−1
det(g)) = ϕ(g).
If det(γ) = −1, we have
ϕ(γg) = ϕ− det(g)(γgǫ
−1
− det(g)) = ϕdet(g)(gǫ
−1
− det(g)ǫ) = ϕ(g).
Hence ϕ is left O(V2n)(F)-invariant. It is easy to see that ϕ is right (K1 ·
∏
v 6∈S Kv)-invariant and is a
C∞-function on O(V2n)(F∞). Hence ϕ is a smooth function on O(V2n)(A).
We denote the space spanned by k ·ϕ for k ∈ K (resp. for k ∈ K0) by Kϕ (resp. K0ϕ). Since any ϕ′ ∈ Kϕ
is right
∏
v 6∈S Kv-invariant, the finiteness of dim(Kϕ) is equivalent to the one of dim(K0ϕ). So we shall prove
that dim(K0ϕ) <∞. Let
ϕ′ =
r∑
i=1
ci(ki · ϕ) ∈ K0ϕ
with ci ∈ C and ki ∈ K0. Then for a ∈
∏
v∈S µ2(Fv) and x ∈ SO(V2n)(A), we have
(ǫa · ϕ′)(x) = ϕ′(xǫa) =
r∑
i=1
ciϕ(xǫaki) =
r∑
i=1
ciϕ(x(ǫakiǫ
−1
a )ǫa).
Since ǫakiǫ
−1
a ∈ K0, we have
(ǫa · ϕ′)|SO(V2n)(A) ∈ K0((ǫa · ϕ)|SO(V2n)(A)).
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Hence we may consider the map
Φ: K0ϕ→
⊕
a
K0((ǫa · ϕ)|SO(V2n)(A)), ϕ′ 7→ ⊕a((ǫa · ϕ′)|SO(V2n)(A))a,
where a runs over
∏
v∈S µ2(Fv). Since any ϕ
′ ∈ K0ϕ is right
∏
v 6∈S Kv-invariant and the map∏
v∈S
µ2(Fv)→ SO(V2n)(A)\O(V2n)(A)/
∏
v 6∈S
Kv, a 7→ ǫa
is bijective, we see that Φ is injective. Since (ǫa · ϕ′)|SO(V2n)(A) ∈ A(SO(V2n)), it is K0-finite. Hence we
have dim(K0ϕ) < ∞, and so that we get the K-finiteness of ϕ. Similarly, we obtain the z-finiteness of ϕ.
Note that Lie(O(V2n)(F∞)) = Lie(SO(V2n)(F∞)).
Now we show that ‖ϕ‖L2(O(V2n)) < ∞, where ‖ · ‖L2(O(V2n)) (resp. ‖ · ‖L2(SO(V2n))) is the L2-norm on
O(V2n)(F)\O(V2n)(A) (resp. SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)). Let Ω be the characteristic function on
∏
v 6∈S µ2(Fv)×
B ⊂ µ2(A). Then we have
‖ϕ‖2L2(O(V2n)) =
∫
O(V2n)(F)\O(V2n)(A)
|ϕ(g)|2dg
=
∫
µ2(F)\µ2(A)
(∫
SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)
|ϕ(hǫt)|2dh
)
dt
=
∫
µ2(A)
Ω(t) ·
(∫
SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)
|ϕ(hǫt)|2dh
)
dt
=
∫
µ2(A)
Ω(t) ·
(∫
SO(V2n)(F)\SO(V2n)(A)
|ϕ0(h)|2dh
)
dt
= vol(
∏
v 6∈S
µ2(Fv)×B) · ‖ϕ0‖2L2(SO(V2n))
= 2−1‖ϕ0‖2L2(SO(V2n)) <∞.
We have shown that ϕ is a smooth, K-finite, z-finite, square-integrable function on O(V2n)(F)\O(V2n)(A).
Such functions are of moderate growth (see [BJ, §4.3]). Therefore we conclude that ϕ ∈ A2(O(V2n)). This
completes the proof. 
7.3. Near equivalence classes. Let σ = ⊗′vσv and σ′ = ⊗′vσ′v be two admissible representations of
H(O(V2n)). We say that σ and σ′ are nearly equivalent if σv ∼= σ′v for almost all v. In this case, we
write σ ∼ne σ′. Similarly, let [σ0] = ⊗′v[σ0,v] and σ′0 = ⊗′v[σ′0,v] be two equivalence classes of admissible rep-
resentations of H(SO(V2n)). We say that [σ0] and [σ′0] are ǫ-nearly equivalent if [σ0,v] = [σ′0,v], i.e., σ′0,v ∼= σ0,v
or σǫ0,v for almost all v. In this case, we write [σ0] ∼ne [σ′0].
By a near equivalence class in A2(O(V2n)), we mean a maximal H(O(V2n))-submodule V of A2(O(V2n))
such that
• all irreducible constituents of V are nearly equivalent each other;
• any irreducibleH(O(V2n))-submodule of A2(O(V2n)) which is orthogonal to V is not nearly equivalent
to the constituents of V .
We define a ǫ-near equivalence class in A2(SO(V2n)) similarly.
We relate ǫ-near equivalence classes in A2(SO(V2n)) with elements in Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ.
Proposition 7.6. The there exists a canonical bijection
{ǫ-near equivalence classes in A2(SO(V2n))} ←→ Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ .
Proof. Suppose that [σ0] and [σ
′
0] appear in A2(SO(V2n)). Let Σ and Σ′ ∈ Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ be A-parameters
associated to [σ0] and [σ
′
0], i.e., [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ and [σ′0] ∈ Π0Σ′ , respectively. We claim that [σ0] ∼ne [σ′0] if and
only if Σ = Σ′. Suppose that [σ0], [σ
′
0] ∈ Π0Σ. Note that both of σ0,v and σ′0,v are unramified for almost all
v. By [M1, §4.4 Proposition], for such v, we have [σ0,v] = [σ′0,v]. Hence [σ0] ∼ne [σ′0].
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Conversely, suppose that [σ0] ∼ne [σ′0]. For each place v of F, we decompose
Σv = (φ1,v ⊠ Sd1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (φl,v ⊠ Sdl), Σ′v = (φ′1,v ⊠ Sd′1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (φ′l,v ⊠ Sd′l′ ),
where φi,v and φ
′
j,v are representations of WDFv = WFv × SL2(C). Note that for almost all v, φi,v and φ′j,v
are trivial on SL2(C). Hence by [M1, §4.2 Corollaire], we have Σv ∼= Σ′v for almost all v. As in [Ar, §1.3], Σ
and Σ′ define isobaric sums of representations φΣ and φΣ′ which belong to the discrete spectrum of GL(2n).
It follows by the generalized strong multiplicity one theorem of Jacquet–Shalika ([JS2, (4.4) Theorem]) that
φΣ ∼= φΣ′ . Since the map Σ 7→ φΣ is injective, we conclude that Σ = Σ′. 
Corollary 7.7. Let Σ,Σ′ ∈ Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ. If Σ 6= Σ′, then Π0Σ ∩Π0Σ′ = ∅.
This corollary together with Arthur’s multiplicity formula (Theorem 6.8) and the argument in §6.8 gives
the multiplicity in A2(SO(V2n)).
Corollary 7.8. Assume Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6.
(1) For [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ, we have
dimCHomHǫ(SO(V2n))([σ0],A2(SO(V2n))) =
{
mΣ if ιc([σ0]) = εΣ,
0 otherwise.
(2) For any irreducible (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module σ, we have
dimCHom(H(SO(V2n)),ǫ)(σ,A2(SO(V2n))) ≤ 1.
In other words, A2(SO(V2n)) is multiplicity-free as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module.
In particular, the same properties unconditionally hold for the tempered part of the automorphic discrete
spectrum of SO(V2n)
A2,temp(SO(V2n)) :=
⊕
Σ∈Ψ2,temp(SO(V2n))/∼ǫ
⊕
[σ0]∈Π0Σ(εΣ)
mΣ[σ0].
Proof. By Arthur’s multiplicity formula (Theorem 6.8), we have
A2(SO(V2n)) ∼=
⊕
Σ∈Ψ2(SO(V2n))/∼ǫ
⊕
[σ0]∈Π0Σ(εΣ)
mΣ[σ0]
as Hǫ(SO(V2n))-modules. Since Π0Σ ∩ Π0Σ′ = ∅ for Σ 6= Σ′ by Corollary 7.7, and Π0Σ is a multiplicity-free set
by Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6, we have
dimCHomHǫ(SO(V2n))([σ0],A2(SO(V2n))) =
{
mΣ if ιc([σ0]) = εΣ,
0 otherwise.
This is (1). The proof of (2) is similar. 
Recall that by Proposition 7.5, there exists a surjective linear map
Res: A2(O(V2n))։ A2(SO(V2n)).
It is easy to see that Res is an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-homomorphism.
Proposition 7.9. The map Res induces a bijection
{near equivalence classes in A2(O(V2n))}yr
{ǫ-near equivalence classes in A2(SO(V2n))}.
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Proof. Let Φ be a near equivalence class in A2(O(V2n)). Then Res(Φ) will a priori meet several ǫ-near
equivalence classes. Suppose that for an irreducible H(O(V2n))-module σ belonging to Φ, Res(σ) contains an
irreducible H(SO(V2n))-module σ0 and [σ0] belongs to an ǫ-near equivalence class Φ0. Then we claim that
Res(Φ) ⊂ Φ0.
Indeed, suppose that σ′ ∈ Φ, Res(σ′) ⊃ σ′0, and [σ′0] belongs to an ǫ-near equivalence class Φ′0. Then for
almost all v, we have σ′v
∼= σv so that σ′0,v ∼= σ0,v or σǫ0,v. This means that [σ0] ∼ne [σ′0] so that Φ0 = Φ′0.
Therefore if we define r(Φ) = Φ0, then r is well-defined.
For the injectivity, if r(Φ) = r(Φ′), then for σ ∈ Φ and σ′ ∈ Φ′, one has σ′v ∼= σv or σ′v ⊗ det for almost all
v. Since σv and σ
′
v are unramified with respect to Kv for almost all v, we must have σ
′
v
∼= σv for almost all
v (see Lemma 2.4). Hence we have Φ = Φ′.
For the surjectivity, we decompose
A2(O(V2n)) ∼=
⊕
λ
σλ
into a direct sum of irreducible H(O(V2n))-modules. Then we may decompose
σλ ∼=
⊕
κ
σλ,κ
into a direct sum of irreducible H(SO(V2n))-modules. Since Res : A2(O(V2n))։ A2(SO(V2n)) is a surjective
H(SO(V2n))-homomorphism, any irreducible H(SO(V2n))-submodule σ0 of A2(SO(V2n)) is isomorphic to
some σλ,κ via Res. Then we have Res(σλ) ⊃ σ0. This shows that If Φ0 (resp. Φλ) is the ǫ-near equivalence
class of σ0 (resp. the near equivalence class of σλ), then r(Φλ) = Φ0. 
7.4. Proof of Theorem 7.1. In this subsection, we will complete the proof of Theorem 7.1 and show
Proposition 7.2.
Recall that Ψ2(O(V2n)) = Ψ2(SO(V2n))/ ∼ǫ. By Propositions 7.6 and 7.9, we obtain a canonical bijection
{near equivalence classes in A2(O(V2n))} ←→ Ψ2(O(V2n)).
In other words, we obtain a decomposition
A2(O(V2n)) =
⊕
Σ∈Ψ2(O(V2n))
A2,Σ,
where A2,Σ is the direct sum over the near equivalence class corresponding to Σ. Moreover, we have
A2,Σ =
⊕
σ∈ΠΣ
m(σ)σ
for some m(σ) ∈ Z≥0. We have to show that
m(σ) =
{
1 if ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ,
0 otherwise.
Consider the restriction map Res: A2(O(V2n)) → A2(SO(V2n)). This is an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-equivariant
homomorphism.
Lemma 7.10. Assume Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6. Let σ be an irreducible H(O(V2n))-submodule of A2(O(V2n)).
Then Res(σ) is nonzero and irreducible as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module.
Proof. It is clear that Res(σ) is nonzero. Decompose σ ∼= ⊗vσv. If σv ⊗ det 6∼= σv for any v, then σ is
irreducible as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module. Hence so is Res(σ).
We may assume that σv ⊗ det ∼= σv for some v. This is in the case (B) as in §6.8. We decompose
σ ∼=
⊕
λ∈Λ
σλ
into a direct sum of irreducible (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-modules. Here, Λ is an index set. Then Res(σ) ∼= ⊕λ∈Λ0σλ
for some non-empty subset Λ0 of Λ. As an Hǫ(SO(V2n))-module, each σλ is a direct sum of two copies of an
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irreducible Hǫ(SO(V2n))-module [σ0]. Hence Res(σ) ∼= [σ0]⊕2|Λ0| as Hǫ(SO(V2n))-modules. By Corollary 7.8
(which we have shown using Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6), we have
dimCHomHǫ(SO(V2n))([σ0],A2(SO(V2n))) ≤ 2.
This implies that |Λ0| = 1. Hence Res(σ) is irreducible as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module. 
By Arthur’s multiplicity formulas for SO(V2n) and SO(V2n)(A) · O(V2n)(F) (Theorems 6.8 and 6.12), we
see that if σ ∈ ΠΣ occurs in A2(O(V2n)), then Res(σ) 6= 0 so that ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ. In other words, if σ ∈ ΠΣ
satisfies ιc(σ) ◦∆ 6= εΣ, then σ does not occur in A2(O(V2n)), i.e., m(σ) = 0.
Now we consider the case when ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ.
Proposition 7.11. Assume Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6. Let σ = ⊗vσv ∈ ΠΣ such that ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ. Then
there exists an H(O(V2n))-subspace Aσ of A2(O(V2n)) on which H(O(V2n)) acts by σ.
Proof. Let [σ0] ∈ Π0Σ be an element satisfying σ0,v ⊂ σv|SO(V2n)(Fv) for each v. By Arthur’s multiplicity
formula (Theorem 6.8), we see that [σ0] occurs in A2(SO(V2n)) as an Hǫ(SO(V2n))-module. We may as-
sume that σ0 occurs in A2(SO(V2n)) as an H(SO(V2n))-module. Since Res : A2(O(V2n)) → A2(SO(V2n)) is
surjective (Proposition 7.5), and A2(O(V2n)) is a direct sum of irreducible H(O(V2n))-modules, we can find
an irreducible H(O(V2n))-module σ′ = ⊗vσ′v such that σ′ occurs in A2(O(V2n)) and Res(σ′) ⊃ σ0. By (the
proof of) Proposition 7.9, we see that σ′ ∈ ΠΣ and
σ′ ∼= σ ⊗ detS
for some finite set S of places of F. Here, detS is the determinant for places in S and trivial outside S. We
consider 3 cases (A), (B) and (C) as in §6.8 separately.
We consider the case (A). Suppose that Σ ∈ Ψǫ2(O(V2n)). Then [SΣ : S+Σ ] = 2 and [SΣ,v : S+Σ,v] = 2 for
any place v of F. By Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6, we see that
ιc(σ
′) = ιc(σ)⊗
(∏
v∈S
η0,v
)
,
where η0,v is the non-trivial character of SΣ,v/S+Σ,v. Hence we have
ιc(σ
′) ◦∆ = (ιc(σ) ◦∆) · η|S|0 = ǫΣ · η|S|0 ,
where η0 is the non-trivial character of SΣ/S+Σ . Since Res(σ′) occurs in A2(SO(V2n)) as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-
module, by Theorem 6.12, the number of S must be even. Hence if ϕ′ ∈ A2(O(V2n)), then
ϕ(g) := detS(g) · ϕ′(g) ∈ A2(O(V2n)).
This implies that σ also occurs in A2(O(V2n)).
We consider the case (B). Suppose that Σ 6∈ Ψǫ2(O(V2n)) and σǫ0 6∼= σ0. Then σv ⊗ detv ∼= σv for some v.
Hence we can take S such that |S| is even, and we see that σ also occurs in A2(O(V2n)).
We consider the case (C). Suppose that Σ 6∈ Ψǫ2(O(V2n)) and σǫ0 ∼= σ0. Then there are two extension of
σ0 to irreducible (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-modules, and both of them occur in A2(SO(V2n)). Note that Res(σ′) ∼=
Res(σ′ ⊗ detS) as (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-modules if and only if |S| is even. This implies that σ ∼= σ′ ⊗ detS occurs
in A2(O(V2n)) for any S. This completes the proof. 
Under assuming Conjectures 6.1 and 6.6, by a similar argument to Corollary 7.8, we have
m(σ) = dimCHomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n))).
Hence Proposition 7.11 says that if ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ, then m(σ) > 0. To prove m(σ) = 1 for such σ, it suffices
to show Proposition 7.2.
Proof of Proposition 7.2. Let σ be an irreducible H(O(V2n))-module. We have to show that
dimCHomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n))) ≤ 1.
First we assume that σ remains irreducible as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module. Then by Lemma 7.10, the map
HomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n)))→ Hom(H(SO(V2n)),ǫ)(σ,A2(SO(V2n))), f 7→ Res ◦ f
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is injective. Hence by Corollary 7.8, we have
dimCHomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n))) ≤ dimCHom(H(SO(V2n)),ǫ)(σ,A2(SO(V2n))) ≤ 1.
Now suppose for the sake of contradiction that σ is an irreducible H(O(V2n))-module such that
dimCHomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n))) ≥ 2.
We know that as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module, σ is a multiplicity-free sum
σ =
⊕
λ
σλ
of irreducible (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-modules σλ. For a fixed nonzero f1 in the above Hom space, we have shown
that Res(f1(σ)) is irreducible (Lemma 7.10), so say Res(f1(σ)) = σλ1 . Consider the natural map
HomH(O(V2n))(σ,A2(O(V2n)))→ Hom(H(SO(V2n)),ǫ)(σλ1 ,A2(SO(V2n)))
given by
f 7→ Res ◦ f ◦ ι1,
where ι1 : σλ1 →֒ σ is a fixed inclusion. We have shown that the right hand side has dimension one (Corollary
7.8), so this map has nonzero kernel, i.e., there is f2 in the left hand side such that 0 6= Res(f2(σ)) = σλ2 , with
λ1 6= λ2. This shows that A2(SO(V2n)) contains σλ1 ⊕ σλ2 as an (H(SO(V2n)), ǫ)-module, which implies that
A2(SO(V2n)) contains 4[σ0] as an Hǫ(SO(V2n))-module. This contradicts Corollary 7.8 (1). This completes
the proof. 
By Propositions 7.2 and 7.11, we see that if ιc(σ) ◦∆ = εΣ, then m(σ) > 0. This completes the proof of
Theorem 7.1.
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